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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Motivation 

In a race car poweredi by an internali combustioni enginei, the quintessentiali elementi definingi 

the characteri of the race car is theiengine. The commoniintakeiand exhaust systemiof the engine 

have improvedi significantlyi overi the yearsi; therefore, the issue now is morei abouti the qualityi 

of the soundi of the enginei thani its noisinessi. The identification and the features of sound power 

emitted by engine components are an important challenge for the race car industrials. Noise 

generated in interior and exterior parts of the race car grewi togetheriwith racetracki requiring 

betterinoiseiabsorbingitechnologyi(Krebberiet al. 2002;iGarcía andiFaus, 1991). 

The noise generated in the intake system as a result of the high velocity of air streaming into 

the engine combustion chamber increased to the point that rules were needed to prevent the 

negative impacts of race car noise pollution. Recently, they have been amended to apply a tougher 

restriction, and the European Union's Environment Action Programme to 2020 proposed a large 

reduction in noise pollution, almost reaching the World Health Organization's recommended noise 

levels (Juraga et al. 2015i). Onei of the piecesiof equipmentiuseditoireduceinoisei in the circumst- 

ancesi mentionediaboveiisithe vehiclesiintake and exhaust plenum. Positioned at the upstream and 

downstream of an internal combustion engine (ICE) such as intake manifold and exhaust system 

include filters, exhaust manifold, intercooler, catalist convertor and mufflers are an engineeringi 

solutioni to controli engine noisei levelsi and combustion emissions. Increasingly sophisticated 

modelling methods assist acousticiresearchiandiupgradeiworkion intakeiand exhaustisystems. 

Suchitechniquesiinclude 1D gas dynamicisimulationicodesiwith the choiceito modelisome comp- 

onentsiin 3D. Theseican providei accurateioutputsi withinia reasonableicalculationiperiod. 

1.2. Objectives 

i. The objective of this research work is the selection, tuning and development of the intakei 

manifoldi for a Formula Student race car in accordance with the FormulaiStudenti regulations. For 

thisipurpose, a four-cylinder Honda motorbike engine was chosen by the “Engine Team”. 

Therefore, the first task was to enhance the air flow, resp. to provide sufficient amount of air to 

the combustion inside the cylinder at higher rpm and reduce the shock waves which may lead to 

higher sound pressure. 

ii. There are secondary injectors on the intake manifold in the original engine, which work as 

nitro or fuel booster to the air to create rich air to fuel mixture at high engine speed (over 

8000 rpm) and providing only 1 hp according to the dynamometer. The task is to remove 

these secondary injectors and rebuild the entire intake manifold. This may compensate the 

power loss due to removing secondary injectors. 
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iii. Design a proper exhaust system (exhaust manifold, muffler, junctions) for the current 

formula race car to sustain the critical operation condition. 

iv. Simulation and analysing the fluctuation and the uniformity of the flow along the system. 

v. Prediction of the emitted noise, generated by the pulsating flow from the intake and exhaust 

of the system ducts, by using CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) techniques. 

vi. Energyilossesitroubleshootingibyidiagnoseitheiheatilossesifromientireiengineiblocki 

systems. 

1.3. Research relevance 

Formulai Studenti Cari (FS) is an international race car designi competitioni for studentsi at 

technical universities and universities of appliedi sciences. The winningi teami is the onei that 

obtains the greatest overall score in design and racing performance, rather than the one who builds 

theifastestiracingicar.iTheiarrangementiofiinnericomponentsiforiexample,ipredictingiaerodynam

-icsi of the air intakeisystemi is crucialito maximizingicar performancei as speedivaries. The airi 

intakeisystemiconsistsiof an inlet nozzle, throttle, restrictor, airiboxiand cylinderisuctioni pipes 

i(runners)i (Mohamadi et al. 2020). The exhaust system of aniengineiis justi as importanti as the 

intakei wheni it comes to poweri and efficiency, especiallyi at the header and exhaustiport. The 

team, on the other hand, had a lot of options this year for improving the system's flow. The exhaust 

system was driven by packaging and material restrictions, with some adjustment accessible 

throughout the length of the runner. This research work examines the use of CFD numerical 

simulations in conjunction with the experiment approach during component design and 

optimization. 
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2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF AUTOMOTIVE INTAKE AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS  

2.1. Possible system layouts 

Motorsport is a global pioneer in the development and application of revolutionary automotive 

engineering concepts and technology. It is a place where parts are put to the test to their limits. and 

the eventually bad design comes out earlier. Mistakes could easily mean the termination of the 

race due to early engine fault. The racing car as a whole must function flawlessly, and engineers 

are working hard to fine-tune each component to its greatest potential. One of the most essential 

automotive design groups is the engine. Commercial and racing engines have a lot of differences. 

Naturallyi aspiratedi racingi engines have lower combustioni pressurei and chargingi efficiency 

in general, however this only applies to restricted engine speeds due to resonance manifold 

adjustment. The higher charging pressure is one of the major distinctions between supercharged 

and normally aspirated engines. This is due to the charging efficiency of the turbocharger or 

compressor being employed.  In professional motor sport classes new engines are developed with 

high expertise, such engines like in F1, specifically for extreme loads and situations.iNon-

professional,ioriamateur racing classes cannot afford enough money, infrastructure, and time for 

development, so they rather buy something from the manufacturer, and try to tune and improve it, 

as far as they can. 

Basici factorsi leading to the successfuli enginei tuningi includei improving the intakei and 

exhausti manifoldsi, tuningi the resonancei manifoldi, improving the flow throughi intakei ports 

and valvei seatsi etc. As a result, engineers use simulation software to determine the effects of 

enginei componenti changesi on overalli enginei performancei. 

The time it takes to optimize and tune an engine is reduced when simulation software is used, 

but the resultsi and datai produced this wayi must beiconfirmed experimentallyi. 

2.2. The Plenum 

2.2.1. General description 

The role of the plenum (airbox) in a racing automobile differs slightly from that of a commercial 

engine. The plenum or airbox of a racing car is frequently used as a resonator and isi connectedi 

to the resonantirunners. It's located in the frontiof the engineicompartment to provide for easier 

access to cold air, which is fed to the plenum via huge intakei cutoutsi. The main advantage of the 

race car  plenum is to prevent the enginei from overchargingi wheni the throttlei valve is fullyi 
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open, while the car is approaching the corner/curve exit or thisi happensiwhen the car is enteringi 

theicorner. It must reduce its speed (throttleivalveiclosure) due to the physicali constraints. Atithis 

momenti the throttle valve is closedi but the airi is stilli rushing into the plenum (airbox) causing 

blast overcharging of the plenum. Therefore, the throttle valve is opened again on the corner/curve 

exit, the surplus pressure from the plenum (airbox) overcharges the cylinders. 

The throttle valves must be situated between the engine and the plenum for this to operate. 

While the engine is in the intake stroke, the plenum's task is to reflect pressure waves elicited by 

the transient flow. In addition, the racing plenum evenly distributes air to the various cylinders.  

There are intakei and exhaust poppetivalves in the basic geometry of the cylinder or the 

cylinderi headi of a four-strokei enginei that connect the cylinder to its manifolding. This is seen 

in the figure below showing the numberi of intake and iexhaust valves, respectively, niv andi nev 

(Adámek, 2011).  

 

Figure 1 The pipei to port areai ratiosi for a 4-strokei enginei. 

The throatiarea at each of theseivalves is Aip and Aep, respectively. The valvesiare connected to 

intakeiand exhaustimanifold apertures ofiarea Aim and Aem, respectively. This givesirise to the 

conceptiofipipe (manifold) to port areairatios Cmp, which are definedias follows: 

𝐶𝑖𝑚𝑝
𝐴𝑖𝑚
𝑛𝑖𝑣 . 𝐴𝑖𝑝

 

𝐶𝑒𝑚𝑝
𝐴𝑒𝑚

𝑛𝑒𝑣. 𝐴𝑒𝑝
 

     (1) 
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The intakei manifoldi to port areai ratios of thesei top enginesi are approximately 0.90 and 1.00, 

as indicated in table 1, making these values an useful starting point for determining intake port 

design criteria. 

Table 1 Measured manifold-port area ratio (Blair, 1998). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another critical component is the crossisectioniarea of the intake valve. It shouldi be aroundi 

0.6 D, whereiD is the diameteriof theicylinderi. The valveishould likewise be short to keepi the 

iweight down, but the intake port's sharpiangle must be maintained. The valve seat angle should 

be around 45 degrees in order to ensure proper cylinder sealing. Radius shaping valve seats are 

also used in racing engines to provide greater air flow. Sharp edges can promote flow separation, 

resulting in a reduction in mass air flow through the valve seat.  

2.2.2. Formula race car powertrain specification 

This chapter provides an overview of the SAE formula regulations for the powertrain, exhaust 

system, and noise control. The engine speed that corresponds to an averagei pistoni speed of 

15.25 m/s will be the maximumi soundi leveli test speedi for a certain engine. The computed speed 

will be rounded up to the nearest 500 rpm, therefore, up to this computed speed, the maximum 

permissible sound level is 110 dB. The team will determine the idle test speed for each engine 

based on theiri calibratedi idle speed. If the idle speedi variesi, the vehicle willi be evaluated over 

a rangei of idle speeds that the teami has determined. The maximum permissiblei sound level iat 

idle is 103 dB. The rules are available at sources (Formula SAE rules 2019). 

2.2.3. Engine limitation 

“The car's engine(s) musti be piston engines with aifour-strokeiprimaryiheat cycle and a 

displacementiof not more than 610 cm3 pericycle. Hybridi powertrainsi, such as thosei that use 

ielectric motorsi to generate electricity from storedi energy, are not allowed.” (Formula SAE rules 

2019). 

Engine Exhaust Cemp Intake Cimp 

2.0L 14 4v F2 1.26 0.84 

3.5L V12 4v F1 1.60 0.90 

0.6L 14 4v SRM 1.40 1.00 

3.0L V10 4v F1 1.40 0.90 

3.5L V8 4v F1 1.60 0.90 

4.5L V8 4v SRC 1.40 1.10 

2.0L 14 4v ITC 1.20 1.00 

8.2L V8 2v OPB 1.55 1.05 
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2.3. Turbocharger 

A turbochargeri is a type of forced intake system used in internali combustion engine, in almost 

every section of the transport industry (e.g. trains, ships, airplanes). The ideai of implementing the 

unexploitedienthalpy of hot exhausti gasesifor drivingi the inleti chargeri dates fromi early 20th 

centuryiaviationiwhere the decreaseiof air density at high altitudesi resulted in lossiof the IC 

enginei powerioutput. iDevices basedi on such a principlei are referredi to as turbochargersi (figure 

2). The turbocharger alwaysiconsists of a compressor which is normallyidriven by an exhaust 

turbine. Whileithe turbineitransforms recoveredienthalpyiinto mechanicalienergyi, the centrifugali 

compressoriutilizesi this energyi to providei high pressureichargeiair. Nowadays in the ICE 

iindustryi, turbochargersiare usedi for efficiency reasons, and thus theyicarry a keyi role in the 

enginei downsizingi concepti. 

To determineithe soundiradiation from a turbocharger, it is necessary to comprehend how 

diverse components interact with sound waves. The low frequencyi engine pulsationsi in the gas 

exchangei system are influenced by both the turbine and the compressor. Thisi is referredi to asi 

the turbocharger's passivei acoustici feature (Ricardo et al. 2017). 

 

Figure 2 A modern automotive turbocharger cutaway (MAHLE, 2017). 

The active and passive parts of the acousticsi of any fluid machinei, such as a turbocharger, can 

be separated. The passive aspects (reflection and transmission) refer to acoustic wave scattering, 

whereas the active aspects refer to the machine's sound source. Variationsi in geometryi (area 

changesi), as well as changes in temperaturei (sound speed) and densityi, will change the reflection 

and transmission of sound in a fluid machine. Flow-related losses will also cause acoustics losses. 

Two-Port method is recommended to measure acoustic level and more information will be 

illustrated in chapter 3. 
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2.4. Gasoline particle filter (GPF) 

Particle filters, often referred to as soot trap from gasoline engine emission and other heavy fuel 

operating engines. The technologyi is also referred to as diesel or petrol particulate filter (DPF, 

PPF) and, in some German literatures, as Otto particle filter, abbreviated OPF. The GPF consists 

of honeycomb structure, usualy made from synthetic ceramic. The porosity of the honeycombi in 

PM is the main factor for selection it for the engines. To prevent issues, that requiresi a constanti 

monitoringi of the soot load in the filter. More details were found in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Gasoline particulate filters (GPF) for passenger cars. 

As particulatesiaccumulateiin the filter, ibackpressure builds-in upstreamithe filter. This will 

resulti an increaseiin the fuel iconsumptioni due to losses by gasiexchangei and couldi even lead 

to an engineifailure.  This musti be absolutelyi avoided thus regeneration (cleaning) of the PF is 

needed. Regenerationi consistsi in oxidizingithe accumulatedisoot in the filter (Martyr and Rogers, 

2021).   

The aftertreatment devices such as PF can be modelled usingi absorptiveimaterialitheoryito 

describe the flow and other physical properties like wall impedancesi when calculatingi the 

itargeted wavei number. It is necessaryito solve the fluid-dynamics governing equations also 

iacross to the porous wall. An example of such a model can be found iniprevious work by 

(Montenegro et al. 2011), in which a Darcy-Forchheimer law has been adoptedi for predicting the 

pressure drop across the PF wall and the narrow tubes inside. 

2.5. Catalytic converters (CAT) and modelling technique 

The catalytic converter is a imechanical idevice. It reducesi the iharmful iemissions icreatedi in 

the exhaust isystem of an enginei through chemical reactions. It is an important idevice as it works 

with the harmful gasesi, whichi the enginei createsi during combustioni process. A catalytici 

converter's primaryifunctioniis to convert carbonimonoxideiinto carbonidioxide, as well as 

hydrocarbonsi into carboni dioxidei and water. It also recycles nitrogeni oxides, iconverting ithem 

back into nitrogeniand oxygen. Iticonsists of three stage elements coatedi onto a ceramici 

honeycombior ceramic beadsithat are housed before the muffler part. Figure 4 showsithe 

componentsiof the intake/exhaustiductsiof a turbochargediIC-engine. 
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Figure 4 Components of a typical intake/exhaust duct in a turbocharged IC-engine 

(Tiikoja et al. 2011). 

Honeycomb shapes withimanyismall, paralleli channels runningiaxiallyithroughithe portion are 

called monolithicicatalyst substrates. When a catalyst is exposed to a gasi flowistream, it causes a 

iflow resistancei in the gas stream, resulting in a ipressure dropi. Thisiresistance is imainly due to 

twoidifferenticontributions: (i) gas-wallifriction inside the tinyichannelsi(distributed pressure 

loss); (ii) suddeni contractioniand suddeniexpansioniat the inletiand at the ioutletiof the monolithi 

respectivelyi. They also improvei the acoustic performance of exhaustisystemsi(Tiikoja et al. 

2011). The model of the catalyst requires to accomplish both accuracy and computational runtime 

constraints. In fact, the modelling of all the substrate channels would imply the resolution of the 

smallest channel edge leading to an unacceptable computational burden. Therefore, the approach 

adopted consists of discretizing the monolith in a certain number of macro-cells, havingitheisame 

meshisize of the ifluidicells inithe inlet andioutlet conesias shown in figure 5. Eachi macro-celli 

models a groupiof tinyichannels,iwhose totalinumber is giveniby the cellifrontaliareaiand 

substrateidensityi(Montenegro et al. 2012). 
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Figure 5 Decomposition idomain into macro-cellsifor the modelling of the catalyst 

substratei (Montenegro et al. 2012). 

 

Theiconservationiequationsiareisolvediforiaisingleichannelibeforeibeingiextendeditoialliaddi-

tional channels in theisame macro-cell. 

2.6. Intercooler 

Heat exchangers are inanimate mechanical pieces that facilitate the transfer of heat energy from 

one medium to another without mixing. They use the air that is flowing through the intercooler to 

cool the charged exhaust gas inside the intercooler. As show in figure 4. They're essentially a 

radiator that cools the hot exhaust gas rather than the coolant within the engine. The majority of 

intercoolers are air-to-air, however in rare circumstances, engine coolant is employed as a second 

medium to form a water-to-air configuration. Because air is extremely hot when compressed by a 

turbocharger or supercharger, lowering the temperaturei of the airi from the intercooleri increasesi 

idensity, allowing more massito flowiinto the engine. Intercoolers consist mainly of three 

components: a tube bundle, in which heat is removed from the air flow, and two collectors that 

connect the heat exchanger to the inleti and outleti pipes. The approach followed for the modelling 

of the tubei bundle is, in terms of equations involved, similari to the onei adoptedi for the catalysti. 

However, in this case it is no longer necessary to resort to the definition of the macro-cells since 

the tubes of the intercoolers have sizes comparable to the usual mesh size adopted for the 

discretization. The location and function of the intercooler is up to the duty of turbocharger or 

superchargeri, reducingi its temperaturei and thereby increasing the density of the air suppliedi toi 

thei enginei (Eric et al. 2011). 

2.7. Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) 

The exhausti gasi recirculationi (EGR) valvei contributesi in the reductioni of exhaust emissions 

fromi the vehiclei (gasesifrom theitailpipe). It recirculatesi a part of the exhaust ifumes from the 

enginei byi returningi it to the intakei imanifold, wherei the enginei may iburn it iagain, loweringi 

emissions. The types of EGR were described in table 2. In the engineicompartment, you'll findithe 
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EGRivalvei(underneathitheihoodi). To meeti emissionsistandardsi, mostienginesi requirei exhaust 

gas recirculation. The automobile will not passiemissions if the EGR valve has failed. It is also 

feasibleito avoidi the production of emissionsiduring combustioniratherithan utilizingi aftertreat- 

menti devicesi to complyiwith exhaustiemissioni laws. Becauseithe rawiemissionsi are decreased, 

no iaftertreatment is required. It is commonipracticeinowadays, to use EGR ito reduce the 

formation of NOX emissions. The exhaustigases are recirculatediinto the combustioni chambers 

iinipart.iThisicanibeiaccomplishedieitheriinternallyithroughiappropriateivalveitimingior external-

ly through ipipes, figure 4 shows this ischematically.  

In addition, the energy is used to heatiup a biggeripart of the gas thani would be the case without 

EGR. The mass of a gas fraction having the required amounti of oxygeni increases as air is diluted 

by exhaust gas. Anotheri effecti is the change in heati capacityi (Simon, 2010). Due to the 

increased degree of freedom of the CO2-molecule, exhaust gasihas a higherispecificiheat capacityi 

than air, hence a gas mass incorporating EGR will havei a loweri temperatureithan pure air for the 

same amount of combustion energy. Since this rate of NOX release is stronglyitemperature 

dependent, a loweri combustioni temperaturei immediatelyi lowers NOX formationi, ifigure 6. 

 

Figure 6 The production ofi NOX is temperature dependent (DieselNet, 2006). 

The mass-percentage of oxygen is shown on the X-axis. This is a metric for expressing how 

much EGR is recirculated. A reduced oxygen concentration is caused by increased amount of EGR 

in intake air and increase the pressure drop in the exhaust system. Anotheriway toiexpressithe 

amountiofiEGR is the EGR-rate, whichiis definediasifollows: 

𝐸𝐺𝑅[%] =
�̇�𝐸𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑡,   𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒

�̇�𝐸𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑡,   𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 + �̇�𝐴𝑖𝑟,   𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒
 (2) 
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Where �̇� indicates the mass flow rate of gas. 

Table 2 The EGR- in different path (Münz, 2008). 

Type of EGR Location Advantage Disadvantage 

Short-Route System (SR) Upstream Its ease of use and 

quick reaction to EGR 

demands. 

Fouling 

because of 

amount soot in 

SR 

Long-Route System (LR) Downstream High amount of gas 

flow 

Corrosion and 

clogging risk 

in LR 

Hybrid EGR System Combines Best engine efficiency 

gain 

High cost 

Entire intake and exhaust system parts modelling technique will be illustrated in chapter 4. 
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3. INTRODUCTION TO INTAKE- AND EXHAUST ACOUSTICS 

3.1. Basics of acoustics 

The sound can be radiated in only a fluid and it can only propagate in wave form. The frequencyi 

rangei of technical interesti extendsi beyondi the rangei that can be heardi by the humani ear, often 

knowni as the hearingi rangei. The hearingi range istarts at iabout 20 Hz andi rangesi up to 20000 

Hz (or 20 kHz). For the young and pure ear-health person it can be said to range could up to 20 

kHz (Mustafa et al. 2018). There are many unwanted sounds that are coming from vehicles, 

machines and industrial applications. The unwanted noise level can lead to very dangerous 

diseases and permanent hearing loss on the person’s body. The sound can be affected by some 

external influences like pressurei, temperaturei and the idensity of the medium. Mufflers play a 

cruciali parti in decreasingi exhaust and intakei systemi noise, and as a iresult, a lot of iresearch 

goes intoi makingi these systemsi as effectivei as possible. The propulsioni noise icomprises of 

combustion, mechanical noise and the noise radiated from the iopen iterminations of the iintake 

and exhausti systemsi which is icaused iby: 

• The pressure ipulses iproduced iby the icharging and idischarging iprocess on a regulari 

basis, whichi propagatesito the openiends of the duct systemi(Pulse noise).   

• Theimean flow in the duct system, which generates significantiturbulenceiandivortex 

ishedding at geometricalidiscontinuitiesi(Flow generated noise). 

3.2. Acoustic Parameters of Components Related to Intake- and Exhaust 

Systems 

The acousticiperformanceiof a muffleriand/or its relatedipipeworkiis describediby variousi 

characteristics. These includeithe noise reduction indexi(NR), theiinsertion lossi(IL), and the 

transmissionilossi(TL). 

3.2.1. Transmission loss 

The transmissioniloss in dBs is the differencei in the soundi poweri  betweeni the incident wave 

enteringi and the transmitted waveiexitingithe muffleri when the muffleriterminationi is ianechoic; 

the TL is a propertyi of the imuffler onlyi and is alsoi dependingi on that sound power level. The 

imuffler TL mayi be calculatedi from modelsi but is difficulti to measurei. This part will focus on 

imeasuring the imuffler TL. The TL can be measuredi using the decompositioni methodi (Tao and 

Seybert, 2003). More details for the calculations and methods will be illustrated in next chapter. 
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𝑇𝐿 = 10𝐿𝑜𝑔10 [
𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑡
] (3) 

here Pi is the poweri of incidenti wave comingi towardsi a definedi areai in Watts, Pt is the ipower 

of transmittediwave goingiawayifrom theidefinediarea in Watts. 

3.2.2. Attenuation 

Attenuationiisiaigeneralitermithatirefersitoianyireductioniinitheistrengthiofiaisignal. Attenua- 

tionioccurs with any typeiof signal, iwhether digital or analogue. Sometimes it is called loss. 

Attenuation is a naturaliconsequenceiof signali transmissionioverilongidistances. The extent of 

attenuationiis usually expressedi in unitsicalledidecibelsi(dBs) (Mohamad et al. 2019). 

Attenuationiis a property dependent on the muffler and also the termination, therefore 

attenuation predicts the actuali behaviori of the muffler after it is installedi in a systemi. In addition 

to the transmission loss, attenuation helps to verify the acoustic length of the muffler. 

If Ps is the signali poweri at the transmittingiendi (source) of a communicationsicircuiti and Pd 

is the signali poweriat the receivingi endi (destinationi), theni Ps > Pd. The poweri attenuationi Ap 

in decibelsi is giveni byi thei formulai[Linda Rosencrance, 2019]: 

𝐴𝑝 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 [
𝑃𝑠
𝑃𝑑
] (4) 

3.2.3. Noise  reduction index 

The noise reduction measured in dBs defined as The soundipressurei levelidifferentiali over the 

muffler. Though the NR cani be easilyimeasured, it is noti particularlyi helpfuli for muffleri design. 

𝑁𝑅 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10
𝑝𝑅𝑀𝑆,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑝𝑅𝑀𝑆,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟
 (5) 

where pRMS, before is the rms soundi pressurei measuredi beforei the muffleri and pRMS, after is the rmsi 

soundi pressurei measured after the muffler. 

3.2.4. Insertion loss 

The insertion loss measured in dBs is defined as the soundipressureilevelidifferenceiat a point, 

usuallyioutsideitheisystem, without.and with the muffler.present. Though the IL is extremely 

important to industry, it is difficult to calculatei since it is dependent on only on the muffler shape 

butialsoion the sourcei andi radiationiimpedances. 

𝐼𝐿 = 10𝐿𝑜𝑔10 [
𝑃𝐵

𝑃𝐴
]                                                            (6) 
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Where PB is the sound power measured before the insertion at the load, PA is the sound power 

received by the load after insertion. 

3.2.5. Transfer function 

Transfer functioni (TF) is definedi as the relationship between a soundi pressure of a source, 

and the soundipressure at some remote point known as the receiver. A practical example of a sound 

source on a vehicle might be the engine, an exhaust tailpipe orifice or an individual component 

such as a steering pump. The receiver in this context is often simply the driver’s ear or passengers’ 

ear (AVA, 2018). 

3.3. Time domain methods 

3.3.1. CFD, 1D acoustics (Fluent, Boost, GT Power, etc.) 

There are some general methods for calculating fluid flow through engine manifolds with those 

it is possibleito predicti the acousticali and performance behaviour. The following outline is mainly 

taken from (Ferziger, 2002). The ifinite differencei method is the oldest method for numericali 

isolution of partialidifferentialiequations, it has been introducedibyiEuler. 

It is the easiest method for simple geometries but that is also its main idisadvantage. Usually, 

this method has been used to icreate istructured igrids where it is very simple and effective. The 

finite ivolume imethod is the most used imethod iin CFD codes (computational fluid dynamics) 

which is proposed modelling on the perforated intersection between 3D cells is based on it. In 

contrary to the previous method, it can handle any type of grid, so also complex geometries are 

possible. The finite element method which uses an unstructured grid that makes it more idifficult 

to findi efficienti solution methods. The distinguishingi featurei of finitei element methodsi is that 

the equationsi are multipliedi by a weighti functioni beforei they are integrated over the entire 

domain (AVL BOOST, 2017). The ability to handle complexi geometriesiis morei advancedi 

comparedi to other methodsi. A combination of finite volume and finite element method would be 

a hybridi methodi, the so-called control volume based finite element method. AVL BOOST is a 

1D- gas dynamic tool which predicts engine cycle and gas exchange simulation of the entire 

engine. It also incorporates the linear acoustic prediction tool SID (Sound In Ducts), so it is 

possible to simulate both the non-linear and linear acoustic behavior of the system. 

3.4. Frequency domain methods 

3.4.1. Transfer matrices 

As a technique for simulating the acoustic transfer characteristic, the transferi matriximethod, 

whichi defines the principlei of impedance, is applied. This approach, which is widely used for 

acoustici systemsi because of its computationali simplicityi, makesi designi simple because each 

element is modelled separately.  
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Considering acoustic pressure, p, and massivelocity, u, as the twoistateivariablesiin the transferi 

matrixi method, the results from the four-polei parametersi from the conditions of iboth sidesi, 

which can be described as Equation (7), where (pr, ur)
T is called the istate ivector at the iupstream 

ipoint, r and (pr-1,  ur-1)
T is icalled the state ivector at the idownstream ipoint r-1 (Hyoun-Jin Sim et 

al. 2008): 

[
𝑝𝑟
𝑢𝑟
] = [

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥
2𝑥2

] [
𝑝𝑟−1
𝑢𝑟−1

]                                                (7) 

 

The transmissioni lossi is independenti of the sourcei and presumesi an anechoici terminationi 

at the downstreami end. It is definedi as the differencei betweeni the poweriincident on theiacoustic 

elementiand that transmittedi downstreami into an anechoici terminationi. As a result, it simplifiesi 

the processiof evaluating and predictingito leaveithe reflectedipressureidueito emission impedance 

out oficonsideration. The transmissioniloss is an energyiloss of acousticielements, so the ratioi of 

isound pressure betweeni the inleti and outleti of acousticielementsican be expressedi in dB scale. 

Fori pipei with uniformi crossi sectioni the acousticali pressurei and mass velocityi fields p, 

𝜌𝑜 S u in a pipe with uniformi cross sectioni S and the flowi velosityi v in the acoustici fieldi are 

giveni by:  

P(x)=(Ae-jkcx+Bejkcx)ej(Mkcx+ꞷt)                                                                (8-a) 

 

𝜌𝑜𝑆𝑢(𝑥) = (𝐴𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝑐𝑥 − 𝐵𝑒𝑗𝑘𝑐𝑥)
𝑒𝑗(𝑀𝑘𝑐𝑥+ꞷ𝑡)

𝑌𝑖
                                                   (8-b) 

 

Where S is cross section of the pipe; pi is acousticali pressurei at i th locationiof element; ui is 

particleivelocity at ith locationiofielement; ρo is meanidensity of gas; c is the ispeed of sound and 

equal to 331√
𝜃

273
; 𝜃 is absoluteهtemperature, K= °C+ 273; Si is crossisectioniofielement at ith 

location; li is the length of elementi i; Yi is the rate of the speedi of soundi per cross section of 

elementi and its equal to 
𝑐

𝑆𝑖
; A, B is amplitudes of right and left bound fields; Kc =  

𝑘𝑜

(1−𝑀2)
 assuming 

negligibleifrictionalienergyilossialongistraightipipeisegments; Ko=
𝜔

𝑐
=2𝜋

𝑓

𝑐
; 𝜔=2𝜋𝑓; 𝑓is represent 

frequency; M is Mach number and its equal to 
𝑽

𝒄
 ; v is the flow velocity through S and Tij is (ij)th 

element of transmissioni matrixi of symbolsi withouti subscripts, such as v, c, iand M, describei 

quantitiesi associatediwithitheireference duct. 

In equations (8-a and 8-b) above can be evaluated at x = 0 and x = l, to obtain corresponding 

fields p2 , 𝜌𝑜𝑆𝑢2 and p1, 𝜌𝑜𝑆𝑢1, respectively. Upon the elimination of constants A and B, one 

obtains: 

  [
𝑝2

𝜌𝑜𝑆𝑢2
] = [

𝑇11 𝑇12
𝑇21 𝑇22

] [
𝑝1

𝜌𝑜𝑆𝑢1
]                                                         (9) 

 

Where the transfer matrix Tpipe is given by: 
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𝑇𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒 = [
𝑇11 𝑇12
𝑇21 𝑇22

]
𝑃𝑖𝑝𝑒

= 𝑒−𝑀𝑘𝑐𝑡 [
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑘𝑐 𝑙 𝑗 𝑌𝑜 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑐 𝑙
𝑗

𝑌𝑖
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑐 𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑘𝑐 𝑙

]                 (10) 

 

In the transfer matrix of equation (10), The frictionibetweenithe gas and the rigid walliis 

neglectedi, as is the turbulence that causes acoustic energy dissipation, these effects, which would 

result in a slightly different matrix, may be noticeable in very long exhaust system but they are 

negligible for most intake and exhaust part applications. 

For cross-sectionalidiscontinuesithe transitionielementsiusedi to modellingi the cross-sectionali 

discontinuitiesiare shown in the Table 3. Using decreasingielementisubscriptivalues with distance 

from the noise sourcei, the cross-sectionali areasi upstream, at, andi downstreamiof ithe transitioni 

(S3, S2, and S1) are related throughi (Munjal, 1987). 

C1 S1 + C2 S2 + S3 =0                                                         (11) 

Where thei constantsi C1 and C2 are selectedi to satisfyi the compatibilityi of the cross-sectional 

areasi acrossi the transition, more detailsi in Table 3. For each configurationi the table alsoishows 

pressureiloss coefficienti (K), which account of somei mean-flowi energyi and acousticali fieldi 

energy to heati at discontinuesi. 

Table 3 Parameter value ofitransitionielements. 

iElement type iC1 iC2 iK 

 

-1 -1 
1 −

𝑆1
𝑆3
2

 

 

-1 1 (
𝑆1
𝑆3
− 1)

2

 

 

1 -1 (
𝑆1
𝑆3
)
2
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1 -1 0.5 

Transferi matricesi for cross-sectionali discontinuitiesi (csd) in the presencei of mean-flowi 

thati includei terms proportionali up to the fourthi poweri (M4) of the Mach numberi arei presentedi 

in (Munjal, 1987). This simplification reduces the matrix Tcsd, which relates the upstream and 

downstream acoustical fields p3, ρoSu3 and p1, ρoSu1 through: 

 

[
𝑝3

𝜌𝑜𝑆3𝑢3
]
𝑈𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚

= 𝑇𝑐𝑆𝑑 [
𝑝1

𝜌𝑜𝑆3𝑢3
]
𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚

                            (12) 

 

to  

 

𝑇𝑐𝑠𝑑 = [
1
𝐶2𝑆2

𝐶1𝑆2𝑍2+𝑆2𝑀3𝑌3

𝐾𝑀1𝑌1
𝐶2𝑆2𝑍2−𝑀1𝑌1(𝑐1𝑆1+𝑆3𝑘

𝐶2𝑆2𝑍2+𝑆3𝑀3𝑌3

]                                (13) 

 

 

where 

𝑍2 = −𝑗 (
𝑐

𝑆2
) 𝑐𝑜𝑡 𝑘𝑜𝑙2                                               (14) 

𝑙2: Lengthiof extendediinlet /outletipipe, mi. 

 

Lettingi length 𝑙2itendito zero (as in case of sudden expansion and contraction, the yields the 

transfer matrix: 

 

[
1 𝐾𝑀1𝑌1
0 1

]                                                      (15) 

3.4.2. Linear acoustics 

Noiseifrom the intakeiand exhaustisystemsi contributesisignificantlyito the interior and exterior 

inoisei of cars. Institutionsiand industryihave createdia rangei of lineari acoustici toolsi to estimatei 

the acoustic characteristics of intake and exhaust systems (Mohamad et al. 2019). The concept of 

minor pressurei disturbancesi withini the ductsi is used in linear acoustici models. Lineari acoustici 

modelsiare frequencyi domainiapproachesi that, for example, computei the transmissioni loss of 

mufflersi using the four-poleitransferi matriximethod. Althoughi this methodi is faster, the 

projectedi findingsi may be inaccuratei sincei the propagatingi pressurei disturbancesi in an 

exhaust systemi usuallyi have a limitedi amplitude (Kumar, 2007). The standardi techniquesi will 

be discussed in detail in next chapter. 
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3.5. Linear acoustic modells of turbo chargers, CAT, PM, EGR, etc. 

3.5.1. Turbocharger acoustics and measurement techniques 

The acoustics of turbomachines A turbocharger, for particular, can be dividedi into activei and 

passivei parts. The theory for the measurementi technique is presented in the remainder of this 

section. In many applicationsi, the passive propertiesi of the turbocharger may be used to derive 

planei wavei acoustic scatteringi characteristics as a functioniofifrequency. Two-Port methodi 

technique was selected to study automotivei turbochargers. 

 

Figure 7 Diagram of a turbocharger represented and evaluated as an acousticitwo-port. The 

acoustic pressurei (p) is recorded at four ilocations, with A and B being iexternal isources 

(loudspeakersi) utilized to stimulate the system from the upstreami and downstreami sides, 

respectively (Heiki, 2012). 

The four complicated quantities in the plane wave acoustic two-port describe howiincoming 

acousticiwaves are reflectediand transmittedithrough the acousticielement in the passiveisection 

at each frequency. The two-port also has an active portion that describes sound source. Decompose 

acousticipressureiwaves travelling in both the positivei (p+) and negativei (p-) directions. To 

determine experimentally these unknowns at leastitwo microphonesi in the inleti and outleti side 

mustibe used to. So the two-port can be represented as: 

[
𝑃𝑎+
𝑃𝑏+

]
⏟  
𝑃+

= [
𝑆11 𝑆12
𝑆21 𝑆22

]
⏟      

𝑆

⏞      
𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡

[
𝑃𝑎−
𝑃𝑏−

]
⏟  
𝑃−

+ [
𝑃𝑎+
𝑠

𝑃𝑏+
𝑠 ]

⏟  
𝑃+
𝑆

⏞  
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡

                                            (16) 

where (a) represents to the inleti and (b) represents the outlet sideiof the two-port, theisuperscript 

(S) represents to sourceistrength in the active section, the plusiand minusisigns represents 

propagationioutwards and into the two-porti respectively, S11, S22 and S12, S21 explaini the 

incoming waves' reflectioni and itransmission, respectivelyi. 

To obtain the S matrix elements for two independent test cases, the acousticistateivariables on 

the inlet and exit sides must be measured. By conducting the two different test cases, we can 

express equation 16 in measurable quantities as: 
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[
𝐻𝑒𝑎+
𝐼 𝐻𝑒𝑎+

𝐼𝐼

𝐻𝑒𝑏+
𝐼 𝐻𝑒𝑏+

𝐼𝐼 ] = [
𝑆11 𝑆12
𝑆21 𝑆22

] [
𝐻𝑒𝑎−
𝐼 𝐻𝑒𝑎−

𝐼𝐼

𝐻𝑒𝑏−
𝐼 𝐻𝑒𝑏−

𝐼𝐼 ]  (17) 

where (He) is the transferifunction taken betweenithe microphone signaliand a referenceisignal, 

e.g. loudspeakerivoltage, and the isuperscript indicates the loudspeakeri signali used (I – 

loudspeakeriA used as aireference, II – iloudspeaker B used as a ireference). The transmissioni 

loss (TL) is directly related to the transmissionipart of the (S)imatrix elementsi and can be 

calculated asifollows: 

𝑇𝐿 = 10𝐿𝑜𝑔10 (
𝑊𝑖𝑛

𝑊𝑡𝑟
) = 10𝐿𝑜𝑔 {

(1+𝑀𝑏)
2𝐴𝑏𝜌𝑏𝐶𝑎

(1+𝑀𝑎)2𝐴𝑎𝜌𝑏𝐶𝑏|𝑆12|
2
, 𝑢𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚

(1+𝑀𝑎)
2𝐴𝑎𝜌𝑎𝐶𝑏

(1+𝑀𝑏)
2𝐴𝑏𝜌𝑏𝐶𝑎|𝑆21|

2
, 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚

                        (18) 

where ρ is the air idensity, M is the Machi number, A is the cross-sectionaliarea of the pipe, c is 

the speed ofisound and in Win, Wtr are the incidenti and transmittedi acoustici powersi respectively. 

Active properties of theiturbocharger along withiattenuating sound or damping a turbocharger 

is also act as sound generater, generatingihighi frequencyinarrow bandisound linkedito the 

rotationalispeed of theiimpeller. Lavrentjev et al. 1995 described the followingiprocedure of the 

sourceistrengthipart of the two-part. Here another method was selected to capture the sourcei 

strengthi beyond the planei wavei range, in case the reflections in the test rig terminationsi are 

smalli or can be suppressedi by spatiali averaging, it is suggestedithat the strengthi of acoustici 

modesi G++ propagatingi in the ducti awayi from the sourcei can be estimated as: 

 

𝐺++ = 𝑅𝑒 [∑
𝐺𝑚𝑛

𝑁𝑚→𝑛 ]                                                      (19) 

 

where  

Gmn: is the pressureicross-spectrumsibetween a two of pressureitransducers; 

N: is the numberiofispectra. 

3.5.2. Linear acoustic modelling of catalytic converters and intercoolers 

Most of the researchers use acoustic two-port method to describe acoustic level. In Dokumaci, 

2014 a scattering matrix formulation was utilized, which may be easily changed to a transfer matrix 

formulation. The pressure and acoustic velocity have a Fourier transfer form and it can be written 

as: 

�̂�(𝑥) = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝐾𝑘𝑜𝑥) and �̂�(𝑥) = 𝑋(𝑟)�̂�(𝑥)                                         (20) 

where K hasitwo roots, and H(r) isifunctions of tubeiradiusi r, air density ρo, and To is airi 

temperaturei. The acoustici two-porti for a singlei tube with lengthi (L) can be written as: 

 (
�̂�(0) �̂�(0)

𝐻(𝑟1)�̂�(0) 𝐻(𝑟2)�̂�(0)
) = 𝑇 (

�̂�(𝐿1) �̂�(𝐿2)

𝐻(𝑟1)�̂�(𝐿1) 𝐻(𝑟2)�̂�(𝐿2)
)                      (21) 

therefore, the transfer matrix T is: 
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𝑇 = (
1 1

H(r1) H(r2)
) (

𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘𝑜𝐾1𝐿) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘𝑜𝐾2𝐿)
H(r1)𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘𝑜𝐾1𝐿) H(r2)𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘𝑜𝐾2𝐿)

)                      (22) 

Thisi is for one narrowitube. The matrix itransferi of a wholei catalysti converterior intercooleri 

with N tubes is: 

�́� = ( 𝑇11
𝑇12
𝑁

𝑁𝑇21 𝑇22

) (23) 

3.5.3. Linear acoustic modelling of particle filters  

In particulatei filtersi the channelsi are blockedi at the endi. Therefore, the modeli for a PF 

shouldi be modifiedisomewhat comparedi to the modeli for catalytici converters. The pressurei 

will be variedi for channeli in-flowi and out-flow, sincei the flowi must passi throughi the filteri 

components. Whilei GPF and DPF are closelyi related, so mosti of NVH literaturesi utilizedi DPF 

in mattersi of acoustics. Allam and Åbom, 2005 presentedi a first attemptito perform DPF 

acousticallyi by a two-porti model, and the filteri was consideredi as an equivalenti acoustici 

resistance since the model ignored wave propagation. The transmission lossiof the modeliagreed 

within 1 dB with measuredi datai on a typical filteri by one-dimensionali approach. Hou et al. 2017 

representimathematicalicalculationimodel for measuringitransmissioniloss in DPF using transfer 

matrix theoryi(TMM). 

Four-terminaligriditransfer matrixior four-poleitransferimatrix Accordingito the planeiwave 

iassumption, the acousticiconditionion anyisegmentiof the pipelineisystemican be character- ized 

i by two statei parametersi that werei the pressurei p and the volumeivelocity u. 

 

Figure 8 Acoustic unitsiof four-poleimethod. 

The soundipressureiand velocityi have a functional relationship, in which expressed as: 

𝑃𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖𝑃𝑖−1 + 𝐵𝑖𝑢𝑖−1                                                   (24) 

 

𝑢𝑖 = 𝐶𝑃2 + 𝐷𝑢2                                                          (25) 

 

[
𝑃𝑖
𝑢𝑖
] = [

𝐴𝑖 𝐵𝑖
𝐶𝑖 𝐷𝑖

] [
𝑃𝑖−1
𝑢𝑖−1

] = |𝑇𝑖| [
𝑃𝑖−1
𝑢𝑖−1

]                                        (26) 
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where [Ti]iis the transferimatrixi of acoustici units; Ai, Bi, Ci, and Di wereithe four-pole parametersi 

of matrixi[Ti], respectively, relatedito the unitistructure, and cani be obtainedifromiequation: 

 

 

 𝐴 𝑖 =
𝑃𝑖

𝑃𝑖−1
|𝑣𝑖−1=0, 𝑣𝑖=1

 

 

   𝐵𝑖 =
𝑃𝑖

−𝑣𝑖−1
|𝑃𝑖−1=0,   𝑣𝑖=1

 

 

𝐶𝑖 =
𝑣𝑖
𝑃𝑖−1

|𝑣𝑖−1=0, 𝑣𝑖=1
 

 

𝐷𝑖 =
𝑣𝑖

−𝑣𝑖−1
|𝑃𝑖−1=0,   𝑣𝑖=1                         

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   (27) 

Basedi on the acousticitransferimatrix, the pressurei and velocityi at one endi of the unit cani 

be calculatedi by the pressurei and velocityi at the otheriend. On bothi sidesi of the transferi matrix, 

therei were two inputi and two outputiparameters, relatedi by the transferi matrix. If a systemi 

containsi(N) acoustici elementsi with the transferimatrixiof each element having obtained,  then 

thei transfer imatrixi for the whole systemi can be written as:  

[T] = [TN]….[Ti][Ti−1]….[T0]                                      (28) 

wherei[T]i and [Ti]iwerei system transferi functionsi and the acousticielementitransferimatrixi, 

respectively. The acoustici element itransfer matrix's multiplicationi sequencei correspondedi to 

the acoustic element's location in theisystem. The transferimatrix can be used toicalculate the 

plenum, chambers and mufflers characteristics of the intake and exhaust system components.  

Mathematical calculation model of transmission loss of the DPF. The particulate filter was divided 

into TIN, TI, TII, TIII, and TOUT as shown in figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 9 Transferimatrixidiagramiof diesel particulateifilteri (DPF). 
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The transferimatrixi of the DPFican be written as: 

𝑇𝐷𝑃𝐹 = [
𝑇11
𝐷𝑃𝐹 𝑇12

𝐷𝑃𝐹

𝑇21
𝐷𝑃𝐹 𝑇22

𝐷𝑃𝐹] =TinTITIITIIITout                                  (29) 

where Tin and Tout werei transferifunctions of import and exportisections iof DPF, whichi were 

obtainedi by applyingi the principlei of energyi and momentumi conservationi. The itwo portionsi 

indicate the coupling of twoiports, which were necessary because pressure and velocity were not 

constant when the flow region changed abruptly.The flow in the catalytic converter portion is 

assumed to have a low Mach number., Tin and Tout were expressed as: 

𝑇𝑖𝑛 = [
1 1.5

𝜌𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑀

𝑆𝑖𝑛
(
1

𝑀2
− 1) + 𝑗

𝜌𝑜𝜔𝑙

𝑆

0 1
]                                  (30) 

 

 

 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 = [
1 2

𝜌𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑀

𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡
(1 −

1

𝑀
) + 𝑗

𝜌𝑜𝜔𝑙

𝑆

0 1
]                                     (31) 

 

where M is Machinumber, co is thei speed of isound in m/s, m is the openi area ratio, Sin is the totali 

cross-sectionali areas of the inleti particulate filter ducts in m2, Sout is the totalicross-sectionali 

areas of the outleti particulate filter ducts in m2. 

TI and TIII werei the transfer functions of the model, the shortiducts at the inleti and outletito 

the catalyticichannelsiwith lengthsicorrespondingito the plugi length, respectively. It was assumed 

that, comparedi to the acoustici wavelengthi, the lengths of I andi III was tinyi. Then, TI and TIII 

can be expressedi as equationi: 

 

𝑇𝐼 = 𝑇𝐼𝐼𝐼 = [
1 𝑗𝜌𝑜𝜔𝑙/𝑆
0 1

]                                                        (32) 

 

where ρo is the airi density in kg/m³, ω is the angulari frequencyi in rad/s, S is the cross-sectionali 

area of the channeli of particulate filter in m2, J: is the imaginaryi unit, TII: is the core component 

of particulate filteri. Transfer matrix TII can be calculatedi by: 

𝑇𝐼𝐼 = [
(
𝐴

𝐶
) (

𝐵−
𝐴𝐷

𝐶

𝑆
)

(
1

𝐶
) 𝑆 (−

𝐷

𝐶
)

]                                                              (33) 

The acousticitransmissioniloss [TL] for the whole particulateifiltericouldibeicalculatediby: 

 

𝑇𝐿 = 20𝐿𝑜𝑔10 [
1

2
(𝑇11

𝐷𝑃𝐹 +
𝑇21
𝐷𝑃𝐹𝑆

𝜌𝑜𝐶𝑜
+
𝜌𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑇21

𝐷𝑃𝐹

𝑆
+ 𝑇22

𝐷𝑃𝐹)]                            (34) 

 

javascript:popRef('disp-formula12-1687814017722495')
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3.5.4. Exhaust gas recirculation: Design and analysis 

The principle of EGR was illustrated in chapter 2. In this section the latest approach will be 

presented through reviewing of literatures. The efficiency of the EGR-systemi can be analysed by 

measuring the exergy of system. The amountiof workithat can be extracted fromia gas flow in a 

particulari environment is known as exergy, unlike energy, can be destroyed. Exergy analysis is 

used to indicate how different system components might be improved. Exergyi analysis as a tooli 

is introducedi and contrasted to energyi analysisi of a systemi at the same time. Simon, 2014 uses 

exergy analysis methodologies to examine the full gas exchangei system, includingi EGR. In 1D 

and 3D calculations, the mixing of air and EGR, as well as the influenceiof pulsesi in the iEGR 

stream on the icylinder-to-cylinderidistribution of iEGR, were studied. The author proved that the 

mainiexergy lossesion the analyzediengineiare the exergyi lossi in the EGR-cooleri and the exergyi 

that leaves ithe system at the iexhaust, on the presenti light-dutyi enginei, the EGR-cooler of the 

high-pressurei system smashingi up to 30%iof the exergyi from the exhausti gasi by cooling it and 

dissmissingi the heati to theienvironment. In the low-pressurei systemi the correspondingi exergyi 

destructioni is only in thei order ofi 20 %. The exergyi that leavesithe systemilies in the order of 

30 to 45 %iof the availablei exergyi at the exhaust valvesi. 

The specific exergy in [J/kg] of a gas flow is expressed as: 

 

Ef = (h1-ho) −To(𝑠1-𝑠o) + 
1

2
𝑢1
2                                                          (35) 

 

The total exergy in [J/s] contained in a mass flow then becomes: 

 

𝐸�̇�  = �̇� ((ℎ1 − ℎ0)  − 𝑇𝑜(𝑠1 − 𝑠𝑜) + 
1

2
𝑢1
2)                                           (36) 

 

where h is theispecific enthalpy in J, T is the temperaturei in K, 𝑠 is the specific entropyi in J/K, 

u: is the flow speedi in m3/s, �̇� is the massiflow of the gasi in kg/s. Index (1) indicatesi the actual 

gas state, index (o) the referencei state (Moran and Shapiro, 1998). 

Nyerges and Zöldy, 2020 used estimation techniques to measure EGR mass flow rates by 

analysis of the sensores to measure the pressures, the tempratures, the mass fractions and other 

engine parameters. The results were compered and verified with other references. 

Another advantage of the exergy study provides a way to better understand the role of 

turbocharger efficiency. Exergy analysis allows you to combine and compare the effects of 

components with completely distinct properties on total efficiency. 

3.6. Active intake-and exhaust systems: Active noise control (ANC) 

The activeinoiseicontrol system (ANC) is a methodifor noise controliby using secondaryi 

source. There are three ways to control and reduce the noise from intake and exhaust system: 
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i. Absorptiveimaterials: A goodi soundi absorbingi materiali is one that is able to absorbiand 

transmiti more soundiwavesi than it reflects. A material'si capacityito absorbi is influencedi 

by characteristicsisuch asithickness, density, andiporosity. Althoughi the allowable 

aperturei ratios areiconsiderable, sound absorptioni structuresi have the drawbacki of 

beingicostly. As a result, generali sound-absorbing/insulatingi materiali efficienciesi are 

difficulti to predicti (Amares et al. 2017). 

ii. Resonatori for noiseireduction: In the case of resonatori for intakei and exhausti systems, 

Helmholtzi resonatori is an acoustici device consistingi of a large-volumei cavityi and a 

thin connectingi pipe that has the propertyi of reducingi intakei noisei with a strongi pure 

tonei componenti extremely effectivelyi. 

 

Figure 10 Intake system with fixed resonates (Mann-Hummel, 2010). 

Resonance muffler usually is used in various applications, and it is mounted to the intake and 

exhaust system of the internali combustioni engines to absorb a specifici frequency band occurs 

due to flow noise. The equation to calculate target frequency in a Helmholtz resonator: 

𝑓 =
𝑐

2𝜋
√

𝐴𝑛

𝐿𝑛𝑣𝑐
                                                            (37) 

where An is the neck cross section area in m2, Ln is the neck length in m, vc is the cavityivolume in 

m3, c is the speediofisound in m/s. 

Based on this equation, (vc) shall be larger or the cross section of neck shall be wider if the low 

range frequency band is the target which is the intake noise range, as shown in figure 11. 
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Figure 11 Helmholtz resonator. 

iii. Active noise control system: Consists of microphone and loudspeakers and its function to 

generate sound. The essential principle is that the controller sends a signal to the 

loudspeaker with the correct phase dependent on the speed and load. The sound component 

emitted by the loudspeaker then overlaps with the engine noise as shown in figure 12. The 

peaks and valleys of sound oscillations meet and cancel each other out in this process. 

(Pricken, 2000). 

 

Figure 12 Intake system with active noise control (ANC) (Mann-Hummel, 2010). 

3.7. Noise contribution of intake and exhaust noise to pass-by and to interior 

noise 

The noise of intake and exhaust parts from vehiclesi with internali combustioni enginesi is very 

importanti to focus for quality purpose. It must providei good enginei soundi qualityi withouti 

being distractingi or in violationi of noisei regulationsi. In general, in order to improve the 

subjective sense of the sports cars, therefore, the exhaust systemi noisei that is up to 20 dB greateri 

than intake systemi noise underi full loadi. However, these noise emissions must comply to current 

regulations. Primaryiandisecondary noise sources can be foundi in the intakei and exhausti 

systems. The opening and shutting events of the engineivalves create pressureipulses, therefore, 

the engine's combustion rate is linked to valve motion which are the primaryi noise generators. 
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The pulses travel through the intake and exhausti systems to the iorifices, where they are radiated 

into the environment as noise. The engine noise characteri and sound pressurei leveli (SPL) are 

mostly determined by the intake and exhaust systems, which must be calibratedi to meet the 

desiredi performancei. The engineisoundiquality should notify the driver about engine speed (rpm) 

as well as offer a sound that is appropriate for the ivehicle typei, such as powerful and sporty 

during accelerationi but quiet during constant speed driving. This is also true for exteriori sound, 

where the sound characteri should be consistent iwith the vehicle's brandi identityi. 

i. Testi rigi and measurementsi on dynamometer: This setupi essentiallyi consisti of four 

microphonesi, a power amplifieri with speakeri as excitation sourcei, the objecti to be 

tested, and an anechoici terminationi at the downstreami end. This testingi is donei at the 

componenti supplieri or the originali equipmenti manufactureri (OEM). The result is used 

for verificationi of requirementsi and benchmarking, computer-aidedi engineeringi (CAE) 

correlationi and duringi developmenti. 

In a semi-anechoicitest cell with a noise, vibration, and harshnessi (NVH) chassisi 

dynamometeri, the radiatedi noise fromi the intake, exhausti system parts, and tailpipei 

noise is measuredi on a fulli car. This is necessaryi for verificationi and benchmarkingi, as 

welli as for determining the source contribution to car interior and pass-by noise. The 

microphonesi are kept near the muffleri or other sectionsi that needi to be checkedi. (Gras, 

2020). 

Tailpipei noise microphonesi are frequentlyi positionedi at an anglei to preventi direct 

exhausti flow. If the microphonei has to be neari a highlyi hot parti or in the exhausti flow, 

probe microphones should be utilized. The relationship between sound pressure levels and 

enginei orders versusi enginei speedi is investigatedi.  

Acoustici transferi functioni (ATF) measurementsi from the exhausti pipei to the vehiclei 

interiori are used to validatei CAE modelsi and verifyi the acoustici package, but they cani 

also be usedi as one of severali inputs for vehicle simulatorsi to evaluatei sound qualityi 

design itargets subjectivelyi before hardwarei is availablei. 

ii. Pass-by noisei: The pass-byi noise measurementi is a cruciali last test to ensurei that the 

legislation'si standardsi are met and, if not, to identifyi the causei of the problemi. This is 

carriedi out on a designatedi test track in accordancei with internationali standards. 

Additionali exhausti system mufflingi can be employedi to determinei if tailpipei noisei is 

the issuei. 

iii. Acoustici testi types within pass-by noise testing: pass-by noise testing is the most 

important part of troubleshooting in the mass production of cars. It includes two types of 

measurements: Indoor and outdoor. Indoor pass-by noise is used for development and 

requires a very large semi-anechoic chamber and a line of microphones on each side of the 

vehicle to simulate the actual pass-by. For source contribution analysis, the acoustic 
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transferi function (ATF) from the exhausti system to these microphonesi needsi to be 

measuredi. 

Testing in the outdoors Outdoor tests, which are utilized for both development and 

certification, are the most traditional and crucial aspect of pass-by-noise testing. 

Acceleration tests, constant speed tests, and static tests for a motionless vehicle on a 

specific test track are all part of pass-by noiseitesting. According ito the requirements, two 

microphones are placed on either side of the test track to measure sound pressure levels, 

and further thorough analysisi in the frequencyi and enginei orderi domaini is used for 

developmenti. Duringithe measurement, systems for loggingi vehicle speedi and weather 

conditionsi are required. Around the world, there are some regionali disparitiesi in 

legislationi, but the tests are basedi on the latest versioni of ISO362. The microphonesi and 

measurementi equipmenti must be calibratedi before and after testingi (Braun, 2013). 

iv.Vehicleiinterior NVH testing: Vehicleiinteriorinoise, vibration and harshness (NVH) 

involves a numberiof different tests – all related toinoise inside theivehicleioriginating 

fromiroad, body,ichassis andicomponents of the vehicle. The mainifocusiareas are: 

a) Total interiorinoisei: This is an excellent benchmarking measurement and one 

that automotive magazines frequently use to compare different car models. It is a 

methodiofitestingitheientireiexperienceiofiaivehicle'siacousticicomfortiby measu-  

ring the overall noise level within the vehicle at full speed. 

b) Roadinoisei: isioneiofitheimostiterribleiautomobile interiori noises. iRoad excita- 

tionicontributesitoibothistructure-borneiandiairborneiinteriorinoise. Subjective 

judgement, benchmarking, and experience are typically used to develop 

requirements. Noise level and frequency balance are two of the considerations. Tire 

cavityiresonanceinoise at 200-250iHz and treadinoise are given special attention.. 

c) The sound packages: Is linked to the majority of NVH areasi. The firsti step is to 

ensure that the body is as completely sealedi as possible. This improves overall 

NVH performance by reducing high-frequency leakage. For maximum performance 

and lowest weight and cost, structurali dampingi and heavy-layeriisolationimatsi 

must be tuned. Finally, acoustic absorption material is applied at crucial areas to 

improve the acoustic comfort of the interior.  

d) Componenti noisei: Is commonlyidividedi into two majoricategoriesi: customer-

actuated soundsi and system-actuatedisounds. Customer-actuatedisoundsiare 

associatediwith aispecificiactivity, such as openingior shuttingia doorior activatingi 

poweri windows, and give userifeedback.iSystem-actuatedisoundsiareinot always 

simpleitoicomprehendibecauseitheyicontrollediindependentlyiofiany acti- vityiby 

the driveri or passengers. Duringi cooli downi or heat up, the HVAC systemi is one 

of the mostiprominentinoise generatorsiin the vehicle, and it necessitatesi 

extensiveidesigniconsiderationsi (Gras, 2020).  
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e) Brakei noisei: is a chassis-related noise that OEMs all over the world are concerned 

about. Friction-induced vibrations cause the braking system to emit noise, which 

causes the noise. When this happens, it will irritate and annoy the automobile owner 

as well as anybody else who is near the vehicle. The braking noise can lead to low 

customer satisfaction ratings and expensive warranty costs. As a result, the 

automobile industry places a great priority on the development of braking systems 

with minimal noise concerns. Brake noise is a difficult topic to solve, and study in 

this field is ongoing. 

f) Computer model validations: Before any prototype item or vehicle is built, 

several design choices and verifications are made. Bodyi and chassisi design have 

a significant influence on vehicle NVH iperformance, particularly in terms of 

powertrain and road noise, and should be validated early on. The simulations are 

correlated using measurements from current automobiles or systems. Mule vehicles 

(existing automobiles that have been modified to include new ideas) are also 

utilized.  

Generali measurementsi include modali analysisi and transferi functioni 

measurementsi, acoustici transfer functioni (ATF). Excitation is handled with an 

impact hammer, shakers, and volume velocity sources. Theistandardizedivehicle 

verificationitests are also used to verify computer-aidediengineering (CAE) models. 

Experimentali approachesi are used to identifyi the noiseisource contributionsiat discretei tracki 

positions, whichi are then combinedi with the transferipath characteristicsi fromithe sourcei site to 

theipass-by noisei microphoneipositioni to estimate pass-by noise. The calculationsi can be 

performedi in either the time or frequencyi domaini. In order to derivei the noisei source 

icontributions, the operationali source strengthsi arei convolvedi with the associatedi impulsei 

response functions in the timeidomain. Theisource contributions are determined in the frequency 

domaini at a discrete track pointiby multiplyingithe operationalisourceistrengthsiby the assoc- 

iateditransfer functionsi (Fleszar et al. 2001). 
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4. ANALYSIS OF RACE CAR ENGINE INTAKE SYSTEM 

4.1. Air intake system: Location and function 

There are three basic tasks of an engine's intake system. Its primary duty is to filter the air so 

that the engine receives clean, debris-free air. The flow and acoustic performance of the intake 

system are two more features that engineers consider when developing it. The intake system's flow 

efficiency has a huge influence on the engine's power output. Asican beiseen in (iWinterbone and 

Pearson, 2000) In a common internali combustion enginei (ICE), during the airi intake phase, when 

the intakei valve is openi, the cylinderi volume is not totallyifilled, as one would expect 

theoretically.iThis isidue to pressure losses and variations in air density alongi the feedingi system. 

As a result of this procedure, real cylinder volumetrici efficiencyi and enginei performancei as a 

whole will not reachi designi expectationsi if all effects are not properly handled. The intake 

manifold (IM) is one of the components that plays a crucial part in air supply process in engines, 

which has physical features suchi as pressure lossi imposedi on air and lacki of homogeneityi of 

the loss betweenithe runnersi(air supplyiunbalanced) are someiof the aspectsi that have beeni 

connectedi to enginei emissionsi and fuel consumption efficiency. In current research work, Honda 

CBR 600RR (PC 37) engine was conducted to optimize intake manifold including plenum and 

channel ducts as shown in figure 13. 
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Figure 13 Hondai CBRi 600RR (PC 37)i race car enginei components. 

The investigation consists of three parts:  

a) three-dimensionaliCFD analysisi on the performancei of the intake and exhaust system,  

b) one-dimensionalianalysisiof a Honda 4-stroke gasolineienginei,  

c) experimentalistudyi of a Hondaiengineioperatingiwith gasoline fuel.  

The three-dimensionalianalysesibased on Reynolds-averagediNavier–Stokesi equationsi to 

describe the turbulent flow and fluctuating quantities have been conducted to study the effects on 

the intake, exhaust system and engine performance. 

In order to improveiunderstanding on the flowiwave action on theiintake and exhaustisystem 

of a Hondaigasolineiengine, one-dimensional engineisimulations have beeniconductediusing 

commercial AVL Boost software. 

4.2. Model description 

Severali manufacturersihave already incorporatedi a number of technologiesiwho sell vehiclesi 

withi technologyithat exploits the varyingi geometryiof IMs, intendingitoiappropriatelyitunei it for 

each engineispeed or rangeiof rotation, in table 4 the entire engine descriptions were 

illustrated.iAisimpleiformiisipresentedibyi(JulianoiVazietial.i2017),iwhereitwoidifferentiarrang- 

ementsiareiswitched in a specificirotation. See figure 14 for an illustrationiof the concept of 

varyingigeometryi. 

Plenum 

Restrictor 

Scondary injectors 

Exhaust manifold 

Exhaust muffler 
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Figure 14 Intakei manifoldi with variablei geometryi schemei taken from (Juliano Vaz et al. 

2017). 

In figure 14, a simplified representation of intake manifold switches the twoisets composedi by 

plenumi and tubesiwithivariousi shapesi and sizes, appropriatei for variedi rangesi of ICE’s 

rotation. Cyl.1, 2, 3, 4. represent number of cylinders, the length of primery duct (L1), the length 

of secondary duct (L2), the diameter of primery and secondaryi ductsi (D1, D2 and D3) iand air 

boxi (plenum) volumei (PL). in practice, the mechanismi works asi showni on a Honda’s producti 

in (Kenji, 2011), It highlightsihow to switch betweenichannels and redirectiflowiin everyi 

circumstanceiinidetail. 

Otheriproducts areipresented byi(Joo, 2009),i(Mashiko, 2006),i(Stefan, 2006) and i(Pascal, 

2006), which illustrate various alternative approaches used by Hyundai, Mitsubishi, Volkswagen 

andiRenaultirespectivelyitoivaryitheilengthiof theirunners, change volume, combinationsiof 

these, and othericharacteristicsiofigeometry, which must supply the combustion chamberiin each 

circumstance, asiwell as the intakeivalve's openingitime. 

 

Figure 15 Relationshipibetweeniinlet tract lengthsiand volumetriciefficiencyiwith constanti 

diameteri(Heisler, 1995). 
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Thei chargei columni peaki rammingi impact increasesi with the lengthi of the tracti for a fixedi 

tracti diameter; but the increasediflow resistancei causesi the chargei columni pressurei to peaki at 

lower enginei speeds (Heisler, 1995). Thisi mighti be a disadvantageifor our Formulai Studenti 

because we need bothithe maximumiperformance and the volumetriciefficiency at highiengine 

speeds.iForiaigivenitractilength,ibothismalliandilargeitractidiametersiofferiaboutitheisameipeaki

volumetriciefficiencyiin the cylinder. The volumetriciefficiency of the smalleridiameteri tract, on 

the other hand, peaksisignificantlyiearlierithan the largerione. The engine design parameter were 

described in table 4. 

Table 4 Formula race car engine parameter. 

Powertrain Units   
 

Manufacturer / Model   Honda CBR600 RR (PC37) 
 

Cylinders & Fuel   Cylinders: 4 Fuel Type: RON98 
 

Displacement & 
Compression 

  Displacement (cc): 599 Compression (_:1): 12,2:1 
 

Bore & Stroke mm Bore: 67 Stroke: 42.50 
 

Connecting Rods Length mm 91 
 

Engine Output   
Peak Power 
(kW) 

61 
Peak 
Torque 
(Nm) 

67   

 

Design Speeds rpm 
Lower Design 
Limit 

7000 
Upper 
Design 
Limit 

11000 

Peak 
Power 
and 
Torqu
e 
Range   

8500-
10500 

 

Valve Train   Chain driven, DOHC  

Valve Diameters mm Intake 27.5 Exhaust 23    

Valve Timing deg 

Intake 

Opens at 1 mm lift 22° BTDC 
 

Closes at 1 mm lift 43° ABDC 
 

Exhaust 

Opens at 1 mm lift 40° BBDC 
 

Closes at 1 mm lift 5° ATDC 
 

Firing Order   1-2-4-3 
 

Fuel Pressure  bar 4.00 
 

Injector Type   Bosch EV14 ES (0 280 158 013), 4 pcs 
 

Injector Capacity g/min 150  

Intake Plenum   Volume (cc): N/A Runner length (mm): 112    
Exhaust System 
Configuration 

  4-2-1 
 

Figure 13 shows a typical structural design, especially for four-cylinder engines. It has a little 

disadvantage ini termsi ofiCOG (Center of Gravity)ilocation, but on the otheri hand, the systemi 

is locatedi in the oppositei directioni from the drivingi direction, allowingi the enginei to be blasti 

overloaded. Because the air stream-linesido not have to make any severe bends, there are less 
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velocityi fluctuationsiand hencei a better flowi coefficient. Thei airboxi or plenum, andi the runneri 

in figure 16 is quite smalli and shorti for a 4-cylinder enginei - Hondai racei car; it couldi bringi 

worse icharging, especiallyi at higheri enginei speedsi when the enginei needsi morei air and hasi 

very shorti timei for thei induction. In figure 17 currenti racingi engine manifoldi also havei extend 

(runners)i insidei to plenumi to secureibetteriair flow. Sharpiedges can create flowi separationi, 

resulting in a reduction in mass air flow via the runners and valve seat. 

 

 

Figure 16 Honda CBR 600RR (PC 37) current intake manifold dimensions. 

Pressureiwavesifrom the intakeirunneri spread intoithe plenum, and the pressureiwave extends 

to the plenumi wall alongi the insertedihalf of the restrictor due to a large areaidifference between 

the restrictorioutlet and theiplenum wall. That implies the restrictor is only slightly influenced by 

pressure waves, leading to low turbulent flow and velocity variations, and thus better air flow 

through the restrictor. 
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Figure 17 Honda CBR 600RR (PC 37) current engine intake system. 

4.2.1. Wave ram cylinder overcharging 

Whenitheiengineiisirunning, the reductioniin the cylinderiproducesia negative pressurei wave 

i(primary wave) thatitravels at theispeed of soundi throughi the columni of air fromi the back of 

the inleti valvei to the open atmospherici end of the intakei manifoldi (equation was used for the 

speediofisoundicalculation) (Mohamad & Amroune, 2019). Due to the inertia of the air, a reflected 

positive pressure-wave is formed when this pressure-wave pulse hits the atmosphere, causingi the 

pressurei pulse to returni to the inletivalveiport. This wave, if timedi correctly, is responsible 

foriramming the airiinto the cylinderiwhen theipiston isibehind the BDC (Bottom Dead Centre) 

and is rising. The pressure wave reversesi directioni and is reflectedi outwards wheni it hits the 

inlet valvei again. Untili the inlet valvei is closed, thesei negative iand positivei pressurei 

wavesiareicontinuouslyireflectedibackwards and forth. The movementiof these wavesi in a 

columniof air is comparableito that of a icoil ispring. As you can see in figure 18. 

Secondary injectors 

Plenum 

Restrictor 
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Figure 18 Illustration of wave moving (Heisler, 1995). 

To use the pressurei wave pulse, it must be timediso that the first positivei pressure wave arrives 

at BDC at its peak amplitude at the middle of the induction stroke. The cylinderi pressurei has 

increased to around atmosphericipressure at BDC and then advances to a positiveipressure before 

theieffective inlet valvei closingipoint (EIC)i that is effectivei inlet valvei closingi is achieved if 

the induction length is selected so that 𝜃𝑡= 90° in figure 19. The pressurei wavei has likewisei 

peakediat BDC, providing appropriate time for the charge at the intake port to be transferredi to 

the cylinderi beforeicutting offi the cylinder'sisupplyi.  

 

Figure 19 Pressure wave movement (Heisler, 1995). 

The speed of sound theorem has two constants, and it is self-evident that temperature ihas a 

significanti impacti on the magnitude of sound speed, which also can be seen in figure 20. 
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Figure 20 Speediof soundion temperatureirelationship (Adámek, 2011). 

That is whyithere are replaceablei intakei runnersi in racingicars which use the inductioni ram 

wave overchargingi and whichi can be replacedi when the weatheri changesi beforei the irace. The 

primary principle is to select the appropriate manifold volume as well as the resonatori resonatingi 

at an engineispeediwhere torque boost is needed; it is also necessaryito experimentiwith tunedi 

pipe length to achieve the best results. However, interferencesi between the pressurei wavei pulsesi 

and the regular inertial ram effects can cause problems, and cylinder filling may be delayed as a 

result (Mohamad et al. 2019). As a result, extensive experimentation is required to achievei the 

greatestifeasibleicompromiseibetween the inertialiand waveiram effectsi. 

  

Figure 21 Intakeirunnerilengthito engineispeedirelationshipi(Adámek, 2011). 

4.2.2. Variable intake system 

The optimumi intakei systemi for today's naturallyi aspiratedi enginesi is a full variablei intakei 

system with an equivalenti intakei runneri lengthi for each enginei speed. In figure 22, therei is a 
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BMW full variable intake system (Autozine, 2011). The rotating labyrinth is located within the 

resonator and spins to achieve optimum volumetric efficiency at all engine speeds. 

 

Figure 22 Full variable intake system (Autozine, 2011). 

 

4.3. Numerical analysis 

4.3.1. Overview 

The investigation of fluid dynamic and thermodynamic phenomena characterizing internal 

combustion engine operation retains practical relevance in the activity devoted to select the 

configurations able to ensure the optimized matching between noise radiation, pollutant emission 

and engine performance. In order to analyze and evaluate various configurations and operating 

points, experimentali and computationali approachesi have been developedi to providei a betteri 

understandingiof the complexiprocessesi occurringiinside intakei systems. A varietyi of modelling 

proceduresiihave been proposediin the literaturei and are currentlyiapplied toipredict the 

propagationiof pressure wavesi in the gas flowingi along intakei systems. These proceduresi may 

be collectediin twoimain groups, lineariacousticiand non-lineari fluid dynamici models, accordingi 

to the assumptionsi on which they are basedi (Mohamad, 2019). The intake systemi is made up of 

a fewi componentsi placed in seriesi and lie betweeni the atmospherici air (intake orifice) and 

theiintake valvesiof the engine. Theiprimaryifunctioniof the air intakeisystemi is to deliver air to 

the engine. It would be importanti to calculateithe amounti of air charge that can be suckediinto 

theicylinder, as a ratioiof theitheoretical massiof air that can beicontained in the cylinder. 

Essentially, for a naturally iaspirated gasolinei engine, it is the ratioi of the trappedi volumei of 

gasi to the volumei of the cylinderi (Claywell et al. 2006). 

𝜆𝑎 =
𝑚𝑔

𝑚𝑡ℎ
=

𝑚𝑔

𝑣𝐻𝜌𝑡ℎ
=

𝑣𝑔

𝑣𝐻
                                                      (38) 
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where λa is the volumetric efficiency, mg= vgρg  is the massiof air that is trappediin cylinder in kg, 

mth is the theoretical massiof air that can beitrapped inicylinder in kg, vH = vth is the volume of 

cylinder, which equalsitheoreticalivolume, ρth  or ρg are the theoretical density of air in cylinder in 

kg/m3, vg: Volume of gas trapped in cylinder in m3.  

The methodi of chargingi the enginei is by the depressioni (partial vacuum) created by the 

expanding of the combustioni chamberi due to the downwardsi movingi piston. Theoreticallyi it 

is possibleito achieve aimaximum volumetriciefficiency ofi100%. This value could be reduced by 

intake components starti from restrictediflow through the throttleibody and intakeivalves, the 

energy lossi throughifrictioniwith the inner wallsi of the air intake system, as well as the 

propagationiof reduced airipressureiwhen the cylinder’s vacuumiinitiates (Mohamad, 2019). The 

massi flow ratei underi a chokedi flow conditioni cani be defined by the equationi (39): 

�̇� = 𝐶𝐷𝐴𝑐
√𝐾𝜌𝑃 (

2

𝑘+1
)

(𝐾+1)

(𝐾−1)
                                                 (39) 

where m ̇  is the massi flowrate kg/s, CD is the discharge icoefficient, AC is the discharge hole cross-

sectional area, m2; k = cp/cv  = of the gas, cp is the specifici heat of theigas aticonstant pressurei in 

J/kg K, cv is the specifici heat of the gas at constanti volume in J/kg K. 

4.3.2. Geometrical model 

Definition of the geometry of the region of interest: the computational domain. Because of its 

convenience and minimal computingicostsiin the representation of complex geometries, one-

dimensionali lineari acoustic models are extensively usedi to evaluatei the noise performancei of 

intakei systemsi (Mohamad, 2020). 

Honda CBR 600RR (PC 37) intake manifold 3D geometryiwasisketched basedion real dimens- 

ionsiusingiadvancedidesignisoftwareiCreo 4 see the figure 23 (a, b, c). 

 

Figure 23 Honda engine Intake manifold 3D geometry along with restricted, primary injectors 

and secondary injectors. 
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4.3.3. Software 

To implement the calculation, the AVL package software was used included Boost and 3D Fire 

solvers, based on finite volume method and those two solvers were coupled to indicate boundary 

conditions as in table 5 between virtual engine scheme and valid part of engine (Intake manifold). 

Everyi part of the manifoldiin the AVL simulationisoftwarei can be describedi by the inleti 

diameter,ithe outletidiameter, the length, the wallii thickness, the materiali and friction and heati 

transfericoefficientsi as in figure 24. Valuesiof pressuresiand temperaturesi for the individuali 

cylindersi of the engineiin relationito time wereisubsequentlyigeneratedi from the 1D modeli. 

 

Figure 24 1D modeliof the HondaiCBR 600RRi(PC 37)iengine. 

The software also allows you to utilize a manifold model that is defined by an exact diameter 

for each length. The software generates its own set of elements, which may be quite accurate, 

slowing down the calculation. As a result, customizing your own parts will be a superior option. 

Table 5 Material properties and analyticiboundaryiconditions. 

Densityi 1.2041 kg.m-3 

Air temperaturei 293.15 K 

Viscosityi 1.817. 10-5 Pa.s 

Flowicompressibilityi Incompressible 

Atmospherical pressurei 101,325 Pa 

Inletipressure (Relative)i 0 

Outletipressure (Relative)i 8,000 pa 
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The basici methodiis usedito refinei the backgroundimeshiin the regioniof the surfacesi definedi 

in the STL file, theni removei cells thati are externali to the flowi path, and finallyisnapithei 

verticesi of the cellsi to the STL isurfaces. The quality of the applied mesh as indicated in table 6 

also the controliof the meshiresolutioni is availableiat variousi points in the meshingisee figure 25. 

 

Figure 25 Intake manifold model with mesh. 

From the 3D scan of the engine, all geometric characteristics of the intakeimanifold andiother parts 

of theiengine were transformed into thei1D modeli (such as variable diameters of the intake and 

exhausti pipesidependention theirilength, anglesiin the pipe jointsiof the intake and exhausti 

manifold, materialsiwith thermaliproperties, etc.). 

Table 6 Modeli propertiesi. 

Type of modelii 3Di 

Type of meshiii Mappedi 

Total number of elementsiii 3115552i 

Volume of modeliii 0.004449 m3 

Surface areaiii 0.346168 m2 

For thei heat transferi calculationi throughi the runnersi the ordinaryi equationi for simplei 

convectivei heat transfer in the radiali direction fromi the gas to the imanifold:  

𝑞 =
4ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣

𝜌𝐷
(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑔)                                                    (40) 

where q is the heat transfer in W, hconv is the convectivei heat transferi coefficienti in W.K/m2, Tw 

is the temperature of the pipe inner wall in K, Tg is the temperature of gas in K, D is the manifold 

diameter in m, 𝜌: is the gas density. 
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The calculationi of the lengthi of ram wavei intake runneriat meanitemperatureiin the intakei 

system Ts around 296 K that means around 23°C, the adiabatic index of air k = 1.4 and Specific 

Gas constant R = 287 J/kg/K (Mohamad et al. 2019). 

Mean speed of sound calculation: 

𝑐 = √𝑘 𝑅 𝑇𝑠                                                     (41) 

𝑐 = √1.4 287 296 

 

𝑐 = 344.86 𝑚. 𝑠−1 

Then, the length of the ram wave intake runner can be calculatedi from the equationibelow: 

𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑧 =
𝑐

8𝑛
                                                                              (42) 

where n is the engine speed s-1. 

The intakeimanifold material set as in table 7 below. To utilizeifor the pipes, as wellias the 

thickness of theiwalls. This gives us a more realistic model of the engine, and the finalicalculation 

can be moreiprecise. Some basic pre-set materials are included in the 1D Engine Simulationi. 

Table 7 Intakeimanifoldimaterialiproperties. 

Materiali Density [kg/m3]i Thermali 

conductivity 

[W.m-1.K-1]i 

Specific heati 

capacity 

[kJ.kg-1] 

Steel 7900 48 490 

Aluminium 2700 204 940 

Plastic (Polyamide 6,6) 1400 0.25 1.256 

Magnesium alloy (AS21) 1760 86 1.005 

 

I haveichosen typesiof materialsibased on the real situationion the engineifor both simulations 

covered in the next chapter so that the model is as accurate asifeasible. Because these twoiports 

are insideithe cylinderihead, which is made of steelialloy, and because the exhaustisystem is also 

built of steel alloy. The plasticiwas chosen for the intake runner and steelifor the inlet and exhaust 

ports. 

4.3.4. Computional methods 

CFD tools are usefuli in a wide varietyi of applicationsi and here we notei a few of them to give 

an idea of its use in industry. To start modelling the engine part we must disassemble the intake 

manifold from irestricted, primary and secondary injectors. As you see in figure 26. CFD can be 

usedi to simulatei the flow of air insidei the Intake system include restricted, ducts and plenum. 

For iinstance, it can be used to study the interactioni of flow gas with a manifold iwall and 

optimization. The model was completelyi sealed to extract inner volume for it. The following 

figure shows the Internal volume for the 3D solid geometry extracted by Creo advanced design 

software. 
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Figure 26 Internal volume of intake manifold. 

CFD is structuredi around the numericali algorithmsi that can tackle fluid iflow problems. In 

orderi to provide easyi access to theiri solving poweri these include sophisticatedi user interfacesi 

to inputi problemi parametersi and to examinei the results. Hence all containi three maini elements: 

Pre-processor, Solveri and Post-processor. 

The pre-processingiconsistsiof the inputi of a flow problemi to a CFD problemi by meansiof 

an operator-friendlyi interface and the subsequentitransformationiof this inputi into a form suitable 

ifor use by the solveri (Mohamad et al. 2020). The user activitiesi at the pre-processingi stage 

involve: 

• Meshing process:  

o Gridigeneration-the sub-divisioniof the domainiinto a number of smallerisub-do- 

mains: a grid (or mesh) of cells (or control volumes or elements). 

o Selectioniof the physical and chemicaliphenomenaithat need to beimodelled. 

o Definitioniof fluid propertiesi. 

• Finite volume method (FVM) model: The FVM model was solved using AVL 3D Fire 

software adopting engine intake manifold geometry considering symmetry and three-

dimensional fluid dynamics and heat transfer. The fundamental hypotheses adopted are (a) 

Turbulent flow, (b) Steady state condition, (c) The mass flow rate and flow temperature, are 

known, (d) Ambient temperature 27°C, (e) The intake manifold standard wall function was 

selected for this type of modelling (AVL GmbH, v2014). 

• Boundary conditions: AVL 3D Fire, ilike otheri commercial CFD codes, offers a varietyi 

of boundaryi conditioni options such as velocityi inlet, pressure inlet, pressurei outlet, etc. 

It is very importanti to specify the properi boundary conditionsi in order to havei a well-

definedi problem. Table 8 shows physical propertiesiof airi(p = 101.13 kPa). It givesivalues 
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of someiphysicaliproperties - densityiandiviscosityiin relationito theitemperatureiofigases 

(Perry, 1984). 

Table 8 physical properties of air (DieselNet, 2006). 

Ti ρi hi si Cpi µi kcondi 

260 1.340 260.0 6.727 1.006 0.165 0.0231 

280 1.245 280.2 6.802 1.006 0.175 0.0247 

300 1.161 300.3 6.871 1.007 0.185 0.0263 

350 0.995 350.7 7.026 1.009 0.208 0.0301 

400 0.871 401.2 7.161 1.014 0.230 0.0336 

450 0.774 452.1 7.282 1.021 0.251 0.0371 

500 0.696 503.4 7.389 1.030 0.270 0.0404 

600 0.580 607.5 7.579 1.051 0.306 0.0466 

800 0.435 822.5 7.888 1.099 0.370 0.0577 

1000 0.348 1046.8 8.138 1.141 0.424 0.0681 

1200 0.290 1278 8.349 1.175 0.473 0.0783 

1400 0.249 1515 8.531 1.207 0.527 0.0927 

T itemperature, K; ρ idensity, kg/m3; h specific enthalpy, kJ/kg; s specifici entropy, 

kJ/(kg·K); Cp specifici heat at constantiipressure, kJ/(kg·K); µ viscosity, 10-4 Pa·s; kcond 

thermali conductivity, W/(m·K). 

• Lossijunctions: Iniadditionitoiinletiports,iexhaustiports,iandiexhaustibranchipipes, 

intake and exhaust manifolds have junctions. It's crucial to include the loss junctions in 

order to create a simulationimodel of the engine that is as realistic as feasible, see figure 

27. 

 

Figure 27 Loss junction at some locations in intake manifold model. 

     These loss junctions should resemble hydrodynamic losses caused by frictioni 

betweenithe pipeiwall and the gasior air fuelimixturesiwhen they flowithroughia 

physical junction, such as the above-mentionedi intake or exhausti ports. Flow velocity 

has a significant impact on hydrodynamic losses, as we all know. Greater flow velocity 

causes more losses, and higher engine speeds naturally increase flow velocity.  
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• Flow dynamics: Randomly moving particles move in the flow direction at the same time 

to generate the flow. The flow's essential condition is its hydraulic gradient. 

In terms of thermodynamics, the intake air that passes through the engine may be 

characterized as an inertigasicombination that can be considered ideal gas if the 

atmosphericiboundaryi conditions are favorable. A set of randomlyi moving, non-

interacting pointi particles with a zero volumei make up an ideal gas. It has consistent 

physical characteristics as well. 

    Intakei air cani be parametricallyidescribediby the state quantitiesilike the 

temperature,idensity, velocityi and the ipressure that are describedi at equation (43): 

T=f (x, y, z; t), 

ρ=f (x, y, z; t), 

v=f (x, y, z; t),                                                          (43) 

     P=f (x, y, z; t),  

The flow can be categorized into two types: steady-statei and unsteadyi (Mohamad, 

2019). The termi "steady-state flow" describesi a situationi in whichi the fluid character- 

isticsi at a given locationi in the systemi do not vary over time. The flow is described as 

unstable if it is not otherwise. Because it is difficult to compute an unsteady flow, it is 

usually solved as a steady-state flow. 

 A quasi-stationary solution is the name for this method. Each flow particle follows 

its own streamlinedipath. Streamlinesiare a group of curves that are alwaysitangent to 

the flow's velocityivector. These showi the direction in which thei fluid elementi willi 

traveli at any point iin time figure 28. 

 

Figure 28 Flow streamlines (Adámek, 2011). 

• Governing equations: The Conservation of Mass Equation: It is basedi on the principlei 

of conservationiof imass. Net mass flowiout of controlivolumeiequal to timeirate of 

decreaseiof massiinsideicontrolivolume: 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛻. (𝜌�⃗� ) = 0                                                (44) 
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The conservation of momentumiequation: It is based on the lawiof conservationiof 

momentum, whichistates that the net forceiacting in a fluidimass is equal toichangeiin 

momentumiof flow periunititime in thatidirection: 

𝜌
𝜕�⃗⃗� 

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜌(�⃗� . ∇)�⃗� = −∇𝑃 + 𝜌𝑔 + ∇. 𝑇𝑖𝑗                             (45) 

These iequations along with thei conservationiof energy equationi form a seti of 

coupled, nonlineari partiali differentiali equations.  

The energyi equation: It is basedi on the principlei that totali energyi is conserved. 

Totali energyi enteringi control volumei equali to total energyi leavingi controli volume. 

The energyi equation for a fluidi regioni can be writteni in terms of sensiblei enthalpyi: 

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌ℎ) + ∇. (�̅�𝜌ℎ) = ∇. (𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑∇𝑇) + 𝑆ℎ                                   (46) 

ℎ = ∫ 𝐶𝑝𝑑𝑇
𝑇

𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑓
                                                   (47) 

where, ∂ is partialiiderivative, ρ is density, �̅�is mean velocity, t is time in second, h is 

enthalpy, g is gravitationaliacceleration in m/s2, T isitemperature, kcond is thermal 

conductivity in W/m.K, Sh is volumetric heat sources, Cp is specific heat (Mohamad, 

2019). 

       Euler’s equation for hydrodynamics: The second Newton's law in hydrodynamics is 

described by the equation for hydrodynamics. When the external forces have dissipated, 

the equation (48) expresses this theory for a compressible flow.. 

𝜕𝑐 

𝜕𝑡
(𝐶�⃗� )𝑐 +

1

𝜌
�⃗� 𝜌 = 0                                           (48) 

The first equationi term representsi a localiacceleration. The secondiequation termi 

representsi a convectiveiacceleration, whichi is formed wheni the fluid flowsi through 

the manifoldi with a variablei sectioni. 

• Turbulent model: Turbulent flows are characterizedi by largei valuei of  Reynoldsi 

number, k-ζ-f model is used to treat the turbulenceiregime in the presentistudy in the 

simulation, and nearly randomi fluctuationsi in velocityi and pressurei in both spacei 

and time. Instabilitiesi increase until nonlineari interactions lead them to breakidown 

into finer and finer whirls, which are finally dissipated (as heat) via viscosity. Turbulent 

flowsioccur at the otheri end of the Reynoldsinumber spectrum from high Reynoldsi 

numbers. 

4.4. Calculation Results 

4.4.1. Design of Simulations 

It is necessary to perform sensitivity analysis to improve predictions based on simulation 

models. The first stepi in the pre-processingiphase is to obtaini a digitali imagei of every inneri 
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part of the intakei systemi and to proceedi to creatingi a representativei meshi of these surfaces. 

The volumei mesh wherei the air circulatesi is built fromi this surfaceimesh. These meshesi where 

producedi with the software AVL Fire. Speciali attention was given to the intakei manifold, the 

plenum, and the regionsi where air enters and leavesi the system such as runners, treatedi by the 

solver as regionsi ofiinletiandioutlet. All otheriregions, comprisingiboundaries of the controli 

volume, are definedias wall. Table 9 a brief of input and outputidata were demonstrated, indicating 

how the systemiwas improved.   

Table 9 The data of input and output for intake system at certain operating conditions. 

  Inputs Outputs 

Simulations 

Speed 

in 

rpm 

Runner 

diameter 

in mm 

Runner 

inlet 

length in 

mm 

Runner 

outlet 

length in 

mm 

Plenum 

vol. in 

liter 

Power 

in hp 

Torque 

in Nm 

BSFC 

in 

g/kWh 

SPL 

in dB 

run 1 2000 33.5 100 100 4 11.81 42.06 396.4 90 

run 2 4000 33.5 100 100 4 28 47.5 370 97 

run 3 6000 33.5 100 100 4 41.81 49.63 366.6 99.8 

run 4 8000 33.5 100 100 4 64.53 57.44 350.2 101.7 

run 5 10000 33.5 100 100 4 86.36 61.5 350.5 103.4 

run 6 2000 42 100 100 2 11.54 41.09 383.4 91 

run 7 4000 42 100 100 2 28 46.5 368.2 95.8 

 

 Inputs Outputs 

Simulations 

Speed 

in 

rpm 

Runner 

diameter 

in mm 

Runner 

inlet 

length in 

mm 

Runner 

outlet 

length in 

mm 

Plenum 

vol. in 

liter 

Power 

in hp 

Torque 

in Nm 

BSFC 

in 

g/kWh 

SPL 

in dB 

run 8 6000 42 100 100 2 44.72 53.07 340.4 99.6 

run 9 8000 42 100 100 2 58.97 52.49 356.4 101.2 

run 10 10000 42 100 100 2 84.66 60.29 335.7 103 

run 11 2000 32 250 100 3 11.78 41.95 397.7 91.8 

run 12 4000 32 250 100 3 28 48.11 374.8 96.2 

run 13 6000 32 250 100 3 47.79 56.72 365.1 100.3 

run 14 8000 32 250 100 3 71.72 63.84 349.7 102.4 

run 15 10000 32 250 100 3 70.58 50.26 361.4 102.2 

4.4.2. Velocity distribution 

The velocity of quantity of air in intake system (channel) can be calculated of the flow from the 

conservation of energy equation. The potential energy component will be removed or neglected, 

due to a zero differencei in the altitude. The otheri quantitiesiwill be specified. The inlet velocity 

is u1 equal to zero, the outlet velocity is 𝑣2, the inlet ipressure p1, and the ioutlet pressure is p2. 
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The pressureidifferenceifrom the Energy equation gave us the dynamicipressureibetweenithei 

iinlet and the outlet and on its basis. The flowi velocity can be expressed as below: 

𝑣 = 𝑣2 = √
2(𝑝1−𝑝2)

𝜌
= √

2𝑝𝑑

𝜌
                                                       (49) 

After the substitution 𝑣 = 91.13 m/s. 

To calculatei the imeanivelocity which is onei of the Reynoldsi numberi equationi terms. The 

expressioni for the meani velocityi from the mathematicali equationi of the turbulenti velocityi 

profile below: 

𝑢𝑆 = 𝑢𝑀𝑎𝑥 [
𝑦

𝑟
]
𝑛

                                                          (50) 

wherei y is representing the distance from theipipeiwall in m, n is representing the 

functioniofiReynolds number (Re), r is the pipe radius in m. 

Meanispeed ofiturbulent flow is iapproximately 85% ofimaximumiflowivelocity:i 

us = (0.82-0.87) uMax                                                   (51)              

After the substitution us=77.46 m/s; Substituting in Reynolds number equation 52: 

Re=(uS L)/v                                                                  (52) 

Re = 4.26×106 so the flow is turbulent. 

The mass flow Qm and volumetric flow ω through the intake channel can be calculated: 

ω=πr2 us                                                                    (53) 

ω=0.095 m3/s 

The mass flowrate Qm can be expressed: 

Qm= ω.ρ                                                                     (54) 

Qm=0.12 kg/s. 

The imass flowipass into the cylinder, therefore the analysis of in-cylinder flowistructures over 

a rangei of realistic enginei speeds werei donei using 1D simulation with AVL software as well 

for predicting engine performance as showniin figurei29. The greatest cyclic massiflow occurs in 

the 8000 rpm case due to the amount of air required for combustion process, therefore to boost the 

volumetric efficiency. At 5000 rpm, the massiflowirate is reduced with the pistonimovement, and 

engine speed, while at 2000 rpm mass flow of air decreases due to less need for air for combustion 

process. The simulatedipeakiin-cylinderimass flow rate  varies  with varies engine speed, but the 

rate remains stable within cylinders at designed crank angle degrees, which correlate well with the 

measured peak in-cylinder mass flow rate from the engine.   
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Figure 29 Mass flowrate at intake manifold restrictor for complete cycle and various engine 

speed (2000, 5000, 8000) rpm. 

3D CFD analysis was performed at variousistages in the idesign. Simulationiwas used to 

evaluatei two importantiflow properties which were velocity and pressure. The velocity logically 

high in plenum zone and runner part which may lead to fluctuation in amount of air into the 

combustion chamber at high engine speed (figure 30, 31). 
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Figure 30 Velocity contour Min = 0, Max = 262.4 m/s at 8000 rpm. 

 

Figure 31 VelocityistreamlineiMin = 0, Max = 262.4 m/s at 8000 rpm. 
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4.4.3. Pressure loss 

This typei of analysisi is very problematic because there is high speed, compressible flow of air 

in the intakei system, pressure dropsi and changesi of temperaturesi. The finali distributioni of the 

pressuresi of the air in the airbox are given in figures 32 the generated pressure reach 100500 Pa 

at 5000 rpm with less oscillate at 8000 rpm and almost steady at 2000 rpm. Figure 33 demonstrates 

the pressure and it was elevated in restraction area by 1.00036e+05 Pa at 8000 rpm. The pressure 

pulsation can be seen at 2000 rpm, and have higher amplitude for 5000 rpm than 8000 rpm; this 

was mainlyidue to the inducedifrequency change of the pressure waves (reflected pressure wave) 

in the intake manifolds, and this is agreed with (De Risi et al. 2000) and (How Heoy Geok et al. 

2009). 

 

Figure 32 Pressure at intake manifold restrictor for complete cycle and various type of engine 

speed (2000, 5000, 8000). 

The valuesi are evaluatediat theioutlets of the pipesiof the plenumifor one operationalicycle of 

the enginei (rotationiof theicrankshaft 720°) at 8000 rpm. The initiali conditionsiwere the pressurei 

and temperaturei inside the calculated volumei at the initial momentiof calculationi (the data iwere 

takeni fromi the calculation iresults in 1D Boost). The temperature were monitored for three type 

of engine speed rpm, and more details will illustrated in next sections.  
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Figure 33 Pressureicontouri Min = 72217, Max = 1.00036e+05 Pa at 8000 rpm. 

4.4.4. Sound pressure level for the intake system 

The analyticali solution of soundi pressureilevel (SPL)iof a simpleiplenum was performedi and 

optimizedi based on intakei systemi geometryi modification. Detailsiare giveni in figure 34. From 

the result, it shows that there is no significant effects of changing design parameter on the sound 

pressure emitted from intake system were found.  

The iteration was then carried out to reach optimum improvement with flow being implemented 

in the three conditions; In comparison with the base case, in the suggestions Mod 1 and Mod 2 the 

next design parameters are modified: 

• Mod 1 –The diameteriof the inleti channel IN_Diwas increasedi from 33.5 to 42 mm (see 

engineischemeiin figure 24), as well as the volumeiof the intakeimanifoldi PL1 wasi 

decreased from 4 to 2 litres. 

• Mod 2 –The length of inlet port IN_L1 was increasedifrom 100 to 250 mm, IN_D diameteri 

was reducedi from 33.5 to 32 mm, PL1 volumei was reducedi from 4 to 3 litres. 
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Figure 34 The comparison of sound pressure level for the base case, and the suggested 

improvment data (modificationsi1 and 2) by software. 

4.4.5. Temperature at restrictor 

Managingi the temperaturei of the cylinder contentsi at the time of fuel injectioni in petroli 

engines is critical to ensurei proper engineioperation, and to achieve proper charge temperature, 

the air temperature at the restrictor has been monitored. The inlet air temperature is higher 

difference on the variable engine speed since the diameter of restrictor is fixed due to Formula 

standards.  

As the fixedi load applied, the increasingi engine speedi has higheri number of poweri strokes 

per iperiod iof time whichi has more combustion processi than loweri engine speedi and flowi 

velocity increasesi the restrictor inlet temperaturei as explainedi in the ideal-gasi equationi of state, 

pv = mRT. The results are shown in figure 35. 
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Figure 35 Temperature at intake manifold restrictor for complete cycle at various engine 

speeds (2000, 5000, 8000 1/min).  

4.5. Experimental results of the engine power output 

To be ablei to compareithe simulationimodel results with the dynamometeritesting results and 

manufacturing company data. Every parameteriof the simulationimodel was set as closest to 

realityias feasible.  

At the purchasei of the enginei the salesmani gave us approximateivaluesiof the torqueiand 

engineiperformance (engine dynos), see the appendix A1 Dyno test 1. Nevertheless, we performed 

the performance test at the University of Miskolc chassis dynamometer (chassis dynos)isee the 

appendix  A2 Dyno test 2. The results are shown in figure 36 along test results of two variants 

resulted of my research work. 

The peak of power at engine speed 10500 rpm was 78.3 hp. This monitored the following engine 

calibrationiwill be based on the data. The test shows a severe drop in powerioutput from 6000-

7500, 7500 – 10500 and 10500 - 11500 rpm (figure 36 orange curve). 
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Figure 36 Honda CBR 600RR (PC 37) engine performance and torque recorded in 

manufacturing company. 

The maximum torque was around 48 Nm and 95 hp. Theiresults were comparediwith the 

dynamometer (Base data) which is shown in the appendix  A2 Dyno test 2 andiimprovment 

suggested by simulation results (Mod_1 and Mod_2). There is a performanceiand torquei 

characteristiciof a simulation modeliof the Honda CBRi600RRi (PC 37) engine. As it is shown in 

figure 37, the peak of torque is showing up at engine speed around 11000 rpm and its value is 48 

Nm on the basis of factory data. In addition, an apparent torque loss between 12,000-14,000 rpm 

as shown in the appendix A1 Dyno test 1. This is due to a resonance intake system that has been 

modified for aiwider range of engineispeeds. 

 

Figure 37 Honda CBR 600RR (PC 37) engine performance (Power output) recorded in 

University of Miskolc/Formula workshop.
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5. ANALYSIS OF RACE CAR ENGINE EXHAUST SYSTEM 

5.1. Structural design of formula race car exhaust system 

The factory exhaust system (manifold, muffler and ducts) as shown in figure 38 is made of high 

quality of titanium alloy, therefore the exhaust system is light-weight, andiit meetsiallinoisei 

requirementsi. 

 

Figure 38 Hondai CBR 600RRi (PC 37) current engine exhaust system dimensions without 

perforatedi pipe insidei(PPiP) theimuffler. 

The iterm 1D model (figure 25) impliesiaione-dimensional approachitoithe description of 

processesi in the exhausti systems of the piston engine. The one-dimensionalistatementiof the 

problemiallowsiestimatingithe influence of pipelines andichannels dimensions(diameters, lengths, 

fillet radii) onithe gasiflow. 

Atithe sameitime, despite the name "one-dimensionalimodel", the processesiinsideithe cylinder 

are consideredi in the zero-dimensionali formulation. Withi this approach, the entirei cylinderi 

(section) is consideredi as a singleivolume in whichithe processes of intake, compression, 

combustion, expansioni and outletioccur. This volume, unlikei the three-dimensionali approach, 

isinotidividediinto subdomainsi(controlior finiteivolumes). The system ofiequationsi(energy, 

continuity, gas state) is writtenionlyi for onei volumeithatichangesiwith timei(in theithree-

dimensionaliapproach – the systemi of equationsi is solvedi for eachi control volumei) (Mohamad 

et al. 2020). 
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5.2. Model description 

A part of pre-processing was done using advanced design software Creo V2014, ibecause the 

modelsiare a idifficultitaskias far as the shapei is concernedi and therefore, as seeni in figure 39 

exhaust system has to be designed iin surfaces. To constructi the surfacei model, the functionsi 

should be the multi-section surface, whichi draws the surfacei fromi part to part along the designedi 

spineioriguides. The dimensions were illustrated in table 10. The functions trim, revoluteiand 

extrudeitools were used for the model build. The fluid volume or internal volume should be 

extracted due to the CFD simulations.  

Table 10 Engine exhaust system dimensions. 

Exhaust Dimensions mm 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Pipe Inside Diameter (D1):  36 1. Pipe (D1) Length:  420  

2. Pipe Inside Diameter (D2):  43 2. Pipe (D2) Length:  240  

3. Pipe Inside Diameter (D3):  46 3. Pipe (D3) Length:  425  

4. Pipe Inside Diameter (D4):  48 4. Pipe (D4) Length:  1075  

5. Pipe Inside Diameter (D5):  52 5. Pipe (D5) Length:  140  

The majority of the locations in the frameiconsisted of sections where matingiand had a smalli 

gapiwhich means that in orderito bridgeithat gap and makeithem airitight, theibridging processihas 

to be doneion each part and filled thenicappingitheiducts. The innerivolumeiwas extractedifrom 

the solidimodel. 
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Figure 39 Honda CBR 600RR (PC 37) current engine exhaust system. 

5.2.1. Exhaust manifold 

Exhausti manifoldsi are a partiof IC engines, they are usedito collecti and carryithe exhaustigasesi 

awayifromi the cylinderi headi and sendi them to the exhaustitail, with a minimumiback pressure. 

More so, the intake andicompressionistrokes are one of theimost significantiprocessesi whichi 

influencesithe behaviouriof air flowistructureiinsideicylinderi(Mohamad et al. 2020). The BOOST 

softwareipackageiincludes aniinteractive pre-processorithat aids in theipreparation of input data 

foritheimainicomputation (AVL BOOST, 2014). The engineiwasidesignediand successfullyi 

tested, as in figure 40. 

 

Muffler chamber 

Exhaust 
manifold 

Tail 
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Figure 40 Honda CBR 600RR (PC 37) current engine exhaust manifold. 

For compressible flows, it is basedion the solutioniof multipleilocaliFavré–Reynoldsistressi 

closures, eachi one centeredion a face constitutingii the boundaryi patchi whichi interfacesi the 1D 

domain with the 3D one. This approach allows to locate the 1D-3Diinterface eveniin regions close 

to highlyi3D shapes, thereforeiallowingitheitreatmentiof non-uniformifieldsion the 3D sidei 

withouti compromisingi the stabilityiof the solutioni (Mohamad et al. 2020). 

 

Figure 41. Control volume mesh as well as the options of the boundary conditions (BC). 

Iniaddition, the iwall itemperature of an iexternal pipeiwas set Tw = 573 K, heatitransfericoefficient 

(hconv) = 50 W/m2/K and ambientitemperature 300 K. The mesh properties detailed in table 11. 

Table 11. Mesh parameter. 

iMesh informationi Valuei 

Numberi of inodes 2066942 

Numberi of surface facesi 394779 

Numberi of edge elementsi 0 

Numberi of tria elementsi 0 

Numberi of quad elementsi 0 

Numberi of tet elementsi 462 
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Numberi of hex elementsi 1737050 

Numberi of pyramid elementsi 89711 

Numberi of octa elementsi 0 

Numberi of prism elementsi 174660 

Numberi of other elementsi 0 

Total numberi of elementsi 2001883 

Surface areai 0.31953816606 

Volumei 0.00297471268 

The flow characteristics of the exhaustimanifoldsiof the HondaiCBR 600RR (PC 37) engine 

were calculated using 3D computationalifluididynamicsi(AVL Fire). The emittedi noisei has a 

significantiimpact. The pulsingiflow in theiductisystemicreates flow noiseithroughivortex 

shedding and turbulence at geometricali discontinuities, which I emphasized on in this research 

section. Figure 42 shows an example of pressure contouri at the exhausti ductsi (manifold) fori 

eachi stroke, maximum pessure was 1.8166e+05 at 8000 rpm. 

 

Figure 42 Exhaust manifold pressure contour at 8000 rpm. 

The dimensionsi and acousticiabsorptioni qualities of the component in the exhaust line impact 

the ipropagation propertiesiof these pulsesi (muffler). Noise created by high flow velocity is, in 

general, a disadvantage, as shown in figure 43 flow distribution may be improved with the right 

modification. The current findings reveal three basic distinctive factors (E, M and 𝜁) to controli 

flowidistributioni and pressureidropiin manifolds. However, adjustmentsi of thesei parametersi are 

noti straightforwardi duei to complexityi of flowi in manifolds. There is a significant difference of 

the frictioni factori and the pressurei recoveryifactorsi on flowi distribution. At the formerihalf 

manifold, the influenceiof the frictioni factori cani beineglected.  
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Figure 43 Exhaust manifold velocity contour at 8000 rpm. 

To generate the homogeneityi structureiof gas flow entering into the muffler, both bulki gasi 

motioni and turbulenceicharacteristics of the flow are necessary. The other system variables which 

influenceion the flow distribution are the frictionislope Sf and the orificei dischargei coefficienti 

CD. In general, the objective of uniform discharge is satisfied by ensuring that the ratio of total 

headivariation in the manifoldisystem to the headiloss acrossiindividualioutlets is keptilow (figure 

44). This is influencedi by the ratio of manifoldicross-sectional area to the sumiof the outlet cross-

sectionaliareas and the spacingiof theioutlets. Swirligenerationi was identifiedi by tracking the 

direction of flow vectors. 

 

Figure 44 Exhaust manifold velocity streamline at 8000 rpm. 

5.2.2. Exhaust muffler 

The principali goali of the exhaustimuffler is to minimizei the automobile’s enginei radiatedi 

noise. They either dissipate or absorb the exhaust noise energy of systems. The constanti pressurei 

madeibyiinternationaliorganizationsitoidecreaseinoiseilevels.i   
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RecentlyiupdatingitheEnvironmentaliNoiseiDirectivei(2002/49/EC),iencourageditheidevelop- 

mentiof new mufflerischemesiand other techniquesi for noiseiattenuation. In the designi of muff- 

ler, the problemiis appropriatelyitreated as consistingiof three parts:  

• Soundisourcei (e.g., fani and internali combustioni engine); 

• Ductisystemi (e.g., ventilationichannel, exhaust gasisystem and airipressureiducts); 

• Terminationi (e.g., exhausti gas outleti nozzle). 

 

Figure 45 Type of exhaust muffler. 

The mufflers can bei saidito be basedi on three differentiprinciples: reflective (reactive) of 

sound waves, resistive (dissipation) of acoustici energyi and the combinationi of reflectivei and 

resistivei called hybrid. Mufflersi based on theifirst principlei are said to be reactivei and are usedi 

to mitigateisoundiconsistingiofidiscreteitones, especiallyiinithe low frequencyiregion. Mufflers 

ibased on theilatteriprinciple are calledidissipative, and are mostisuiteditoidealiwith highi 

frequency,ibroad-band inoise. Hybrid mufflers are more used in modern cars, and it is basedi on 

combination suited all range of frequencies. 
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Figure 46 HondaiCBRi600RR (PC 37) current engine exhaust muffler. 

The orignal (base) muffler of Hondai CBRi 600RR (PC 37) is hybrid type muffler which 

consists of perforated pipe inside the muffler chamber (PPiP) and absorptive material (AM). 

Wheni the gas flowsi betweeni the chambers, throughi the perforatedi pipe, part iof the acoustici 

energyi is transformedi into turbulenti vorticesi that formi at the perforationsipart. 

The geometryiwas created using SolidWorksi 2017i advancedidesigni software, including inlet, 

outlet, perforated pipe inside pipe (PPiP), and chamber,ibased on the existingi Formulai Student 

(FS) hybridi muffleriprototype. The perforatedi pipe was situated in the centrei of the muffler's 

cylindricali chamber. The dimensionsi and cross sectioni of a muffler were explained. in Figure 

47. 

 

Figure 47 The porosity parameter of the perforated pipe of Honda CBR 600RR (PC 37) 

exhaust system. 
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The initiali typical concept is quite clear to allow 3D CFD isimulationito collaboratei withi 1D 

CFD orisystemsisimulation (figure 48). Although the phrase zero-one-dimensional is more 

accurate, the termi1D approachi is more commonly used, and it wasi used to describe the modeli 

developed in AVLiBoost. 

 

Figure 48 Schemeiof HondaiCBR 600RR (PC 37) engineiwithiperforated pipe in pipei(PPiP) 

as part ofimuffler. 

We hadi to consideritwo kindsiof analysis: the 1D useriwho is lookingifor ailocal detail coupled 

the 3D user who wouldilike the moreireal as possibleiboundaryiconditions. Inlet boundaryi 

conditionsi (BC) wereimass flow and temperatureivalues fromivirtual measuring points MP 19, 9, 

21, 10 (Figure 48), outleti BC – pressure in MP 10. Iniaddition, the wall temperaturei of an 

externali chamberi of the muffleri was set: Tw = 573 K, and heati transferi coefficient hconv = 50 

W/m2/K.  

The initiali conditionsi were the temperaturei and pressurei insidei the calculatedi volumei at 

the initiali moment of calculationi (the datai were taken ifrom the calculationi results iniBoost). 

The pressurei drop was definedi as the differencei betweeni the pressure in the exhausti manifoldi 

at the cylinderi outleti and theicross sectioni at the outleti of the muffleri (computationalivolume). 

Figure 49 shows different techniques for modeling usingi computationali fluid dynamicsi toolsi 

and creating the best design for the case studies with AVL BOOST optimization. The flow acoustic 

analysis' boundary conditions are typical of the exhaust system at various engineispeeds. The 

program's results were verified and issued at the end of the process. 
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Figure 49 Flowchartiof the designiand an optimizationiprocess. 

The imathematical imodel isibased on the fundamentaliequationsiof three-dimensional 

unsteadyi transportiequations: the equationsi of momentumi(Navier-Stokesi), energyi(Fourier-

Kirchhoff) and the conservationi of massi(continuity), which take the formi of Reynoldsi after thei 

averagingiprocedurei by the Favrei methodi: 
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where Wi, Wj, Wk  are the projectionsi of velocityi vector, m/s; p is theipressure, N/m2; Gi is the 

projectioni of the densityi vectori of the volumei forces (N/m3) onto the Oxi axisi of a rectangulari 

Cartesiani coordinatei system; H is the totali specifici energy, J/kg; T is theitemperature, K; μ is 

the dynamiciviscosity, kg/(m∙s), τ ̅ij is theiaveragediReynoldsi stress foricomponents, cp is the 
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heaticapacityiat constantipressure in J/(kg∙K), λ is thei thermaliconductivity W/(m∙K), δij is thei 

Kroneckeri symbol, t is the time valuei in s; and d/dt is the substantialiderivative. The equationsi 

use the representationi of any parameteri 𝜑 (it can be velocityiW, pressure p,ienthalpy H, etc.) asi 

the sumiof its averaged �̅� and pulsationi �̂� values.  In equationi (55), the Einsteinisummationi 

conventioni is usedi for the twiceirepeated i, j, and k indicesi. 

The systemi of transporti equationsi in the Reynoldsi form equationi (55) is closedi by the k-ζ-

f modeli of turbulencei speciallyi developed and verifiedi for the processesi of flow, combustion, 

and heati transferi in piston enginesi (Tatschl et al.i2005), and (Tatschl et al.i2006). Hanjalič et al. 

2004 proposedithree equations: for the k kineticienergyiof turbulencei, for the ε dissipationi rate 

of thisi energy knowni from the k-ε modeli of turbulence, and the equationsi for the normalizedi 

velocity scale 𝜉 = �̅�2 𝑘⁄ . The k-ζ-f turbulencei modeli by contains theiDurbin ellipticalifunction 

of  f, which itakes intoi account the near-wall ianisotropy of iturbulence. 

The equationsi of the systemi (55) are usedi to describe, irespectively, the flowi velocitiesi W 

(Navier-Stokesiequation), the enthalpyi H (energyiequation) and the massi m or densityi ρ 

(continuityiequation) for eachi control volumei of the consideredi computationali domain. Walli 

heat transferi is determinedi throughi the thicknessi of the boundaryi layer usingi hybridiwall 

functioni (Popovać and Hanjalić, 2005). 

Merkeriet al. 2019; Basshuyseniand Schäfer, 2007 andiKavtaradze et al. 2009 they emphasized 

that thisi mathematicalimodel is typicali for CFD calculationsiof processesiin pistoniengines. 

For the exhausti muffler ofi engines, different muffleri structuresi and parametersi obviouslyi 

have differenti influences ion reducingi the noise. Due to thei complexi work processi of the 

muffler, how to theoreticallyi compute and designi the inner structurei of the muffleri has beeni a 

topic whichi was constantlyi discussed.  

Materiali distributioni is tailoredi to the interiori designi of hybridi mufflers. Such devicesi are 

typicallyi acousticallyi small, except in the lengthi direction, and theiri interior iconsistsi of a 

combination iof pipes, expansions, and contractions. In order to designi the interiori layouti usingi 

materiali distributioni technique, it is necessaryi to be ablei to resolvei thin porosityi of materials. 

To showi the effect iof absorptive materiali (AM) and perforated ipipe on soundi pressurei leveli 

can be describedi as equationibelow:  

iMaterial Porosity = 1 - (Packing Density)/(Material Density)        

𝜑 =
𝑉𝑉
𝑉𝑇
=
𝑉𝑇 − 𝑉𝑀
𝑉𝑇

= 1 −
𝜌𝑇
𝜌𝑀

 (56) 

where 𝜑 is the porosityi (unitless), Vv is the voidi (air) volumei in m3, VT is the totali (bulk) 

volumei in m3, VM is the materiali volumei in m3, ρT is the apparent idensity iof the materiali in 

kg/m3 and ρM is the densityi of the materiali in kg/m3.  
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Unstructured mesh is chosen to discretize the computational field of the muffler and its 

components due to its high flexibility, the details in figure 50. Accordingi to the geometrici modeli 

of the muffler, its surfacei meshi was refinedi to establish the finitei elementi analysisi ofiPPiP 

muffler. All internali wallsi are seti as real wallsi with a surfacei roughnessi of 0.5 micrometres. 

 

Figure 50 Refinement mesh of perforated tube 

5.3. Calculation results 

5.3.1. Velocity and pressure distribution in muffler 

The results below adopted finite element analysis to compute the flow trajectories of the 

muffler. The flowirates, pressuresiand fluiditemperaturesiwill be communicatedithroughithe 

linkediboundaryiconditionsinodesithroughoutitheisolutioniprocess.iTheiinputiparameteriandisol-

utionistatus were given in details in table 12. 

Table 12 Volume muffler case study. 

Iteration 173 

Total cells 432742 

Fluid cells 201809 

Solid cells 230933 

Trimmed cells 0 

Muffler capacity 3.767028 Litre 

High Mach number flow No 

Time-dependenti No 

Heat Conduction in Solidsi Yes 

Radiationi No 

Porous Mediai No 

Internali Yes 

Gravityi Yes 

Basic Mesh Dimensionsi Nx = 150, Ny = 30, Nz = 36  

Reference Pressure 101325.00 Pa 

Software Calculation Warnings No Warnings 
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Furtherito this analysis, a pressure-basedisolveriwasiused for visualizeitheiflow characteristicsi 

in the muffler. The pressureifield in thisicase is obtainedi throughi softwareiinbuilt pressureisolver, 

which is solvingi interlinkedi continuityi and momentumi equation. As showi in figure 51. The 

maximum pressure was 102384.37 Pa and the minimum was 100181.23 Pa observed in the 

muffler without perforated tube. The non-colorful arrows represent gas flow while the colorful 

arrows represent reflected gas flow inside the muffler chamber. The internali pressurei of the 

expansioni chamberi is relativelyi stable, and the distributioni is relativelyi uniform. It can be 

concludedi that one causei of a significanti elevated pressure in the muffler part (chamber) is 

reflected part of gas flow at the chamber outlet. The reference values were computed from the left 

side (inlet). 

 

Figure 51 The volume muffler's pressure contour (flow trajectories). 

Mutationsiin theigas flowicross-sectioni can have a greateri pressure loss. If the flowi direction 

and the gas flowi conditionsi changei with a greateri degree, it not onlyiwill generatei the eddy 

currenti phenomenon, but also consumei more energy. The flowivelocityi inside circulari tube 

shows that there are infinite number of pulsesi produced. The morei continuousi the exhausti flowi 

is that a fast-movingi pulse createsi a low-pressurei area behind it. Figure 52 showsi the velocityi 

variationi throughi different zonesi in geometry. It is found higheriin theiconstrainedi ipipe. 

 

Figure 52 Velocity distribution in volume muffler. 
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For analyzing perforated pipe inside the muffler whosei geometryi is relativelyi complex, thei 

computationali modeliis splitiinto severaliparts to generateimesh individuallyiin orderito decreasei 

computationali time. An elementi size and input information were given in table 13. 

Table 13 PPiP Muffler case study. 

Iteration 443 

Total cells 824962 

Fluid cells 565554 

Solid cells 259408 

Trimmed cells 0 

Mufflericapacity  3.767028 Litre 

High Machinumber flowi No 

Time-dependenti No 

HeatiConduction in Solidsi Yes 

Radiationi No 

PorousiMediai No 

Internali Yes 

Gravityi Yes 

BasiciMeshiDimensions Nx = 82, Ny = 16, Nz = 20i  

Reference Pressurei 101325.00 Pa 

Software Calculation Warnings No Warnings 

In the figure 53 the contouri of flow field distributioni of the muffleri systemi is shown at  the 

entrance and the exit as well. As can be seen, the largestiflowivelocityi(52.799 m/s) was in the 

connectionipipe of PPiP at the outletiof theimuffler and the largestipressure of the bodyimuffler 

(102325.35 Pa) was at the inlet, and minmum observed (100778.85 Pa) as seen in figure 54.

 

Figure 53 Velocity distribution in PPiP muffler. 

As seen in figure 54 the majority of fluid in the interior of the PPiP mufflerientered theimuffler 

volumeidirectly through the perforated pipe. Furthermore, the perforated tubeiinside theimuffler 

featurediholes with a very small diameter (3 mm). When fluid flowed from perforations, it was 

substantially reduced due to high resistance.The non-colorful arrows represent flow vector inside 

the perforated pipe in the muffler and the colorful arrows represent reflected flow vector or flow 

outside the perforated pipe. 
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Figure 54 Pressureicontouri(Flow trajectories) in perforateditube and the volumeipart of 

imuffler. 

The pressure drop in the modeled muffler was calculated using three-dimensional calculations 

and the existence of an interior perforated pipe was taken into consideration. Additionally, three-

dimensional models enabled the significance of Material Porosity to be clarified. These data were 

also utilized in AVL Boost to calibrate the 1D exhaust system model. During intake operation, 

most of the flows in cylinder are generally turbulent due to the highivelocityiinside theiInternal 

Combustion Engine (ICE), as seen in figure 55. 

5.3.2. Exhaust gas flow distribution 

The intakeiandicompressionistrokes, in particular, are two of the most important activities that 

affectitheidynamicsiof the air flow structure within the cylinder, as shown in figure 55. Due to the 

high velocity of exhaust gas out of the combustion chamber during exhaust operation of Internal 

Combustion Engine (ICE), all the flow in cylinders are typically turbulent due to swirl motion. 

 

Figure 55 Mass flow rate for completeicycle at 8000 rpm through exhaust manifold. 
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5.3.3. Pulsating and flow acoustic 

In the BOOST model, the measurement points for the sound pressure levels (SPL) are marked 

MP9 and MP10 in the figure 48 basingion the transferimatrix method foricalculating SPL. As it 

can be seen from figure 56, for current FS muffler (installed PPiP) makes itipossible to 

decreaseithe noise levelibut for n > 3000 rpm noise leveli is still higheri than in casei of muffleri 

constructioniwith onlyivolume. This part of research work focuses on the improvement of the 

averageiSPL of the muffleriinsteadiof taking SPL at allifrequencies. So in the next part of results 

will discuss the suggetions for making improvement of the FS muffler. 

 

Figure 56 The effect of muffler structure on the sound pressure level (SPL) at different engine 

speed (rpm). 

5.3.4. Thermodynamic analysis 

During the compression stroke, the optimum exhaust manifold and duct design creates the ideal 

conditions for fuel injection. Because there was no catalyst or intercooler in the racing car system 

to absorb additional pollution or heat, the exhaust gas had a high temperatureiat theiexhaust pipe, 

especially underilow engineirotation circumstances. Figure 57 demonstrates how much the 

exhaust gases' bulk temperature drops through each particular channel. Since the channels are 

different lengths, and the input gas temperature for a given diameter is more or less the same at 

both channels. Also the temperatureiprofiles wereiobtained to identifyiirregularity of temperature. 

However, it can beiseen that theioutletitemperature isisignificantlyihigher in theiouterichannel. 
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Figure 57 Temperature of FS engine exhaust gas at the exhaustimanifold foricompleteicycle 

and n = 8000 rpm. 

5.3.5. Engine combustion 

We really have to know howimuch heat wasireleased duringicombustioniand what the 

combustion route was in order to accurately replicate theiflow throughitheiexhaust manifolds. The 

engine thermodynamic computations are built on the premise of mathematical combustion models. 

Fundamental theoretical models exist, however they are inapplicable since they are based on ideal 

thermodynamic processes. The 1D Boost solver employs combustion models to describe changes 

in state values in the cylinder. The following sections in this chapter will present combustion 

characteristic including heat release in details.  

5.3.6. Fuel type and their effects on exhaust gas properties 

The basic and suitable fuel for the Formula SAE race car engine is unleadedigasolineiwith an 

octaneirating of 93 (R+M)/2 (about 98 RON) and E85. Nothingi can be addedi to the fuelsi that 

have been delivered. The use of nitrous oxide or any other oxidizing agent is prohibited. Prakash 

Chandra Mishra at al. 2018 studied the effect of perforated and non-perforated muffler on outlet 

temperature. A computational fluid dynamic method was used to develop muffler performance. 

Based on the solver, the effect of back pressure, temperature, density and velocity streamline of 

exhaust gas on the muffler performance was studied for differentiblendsi(5%, 10%, 15%)iof 

gasoline and methanol by volume percentage. The result shows clear variations of these parameters 

are observedibetweeninon-perforatediand perforateditype turbo pipeimufflers. For different 

design parameter and fuels, the results of CFD analysis show great difference of gas properties 

during damping process. Mohamadiet al.i2017 used 1D AVL-Boostisoftware toidescribe 
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theieffect of usingi differenti kindiblend fuels on engineiperformanceiand exhaust properties. 

Theiresultishows variationiof outletitemperature, andiemission gasicharacteristics for CO, NOx, 

and CO2 by using differentivolumeipercentageiof alcohol-gasolineiblends. Mohamad et al. 2018 

studieditheieffect of Ethanol-Gasolineiblend fuel oniengineipowerioutput andiemissions, the 

literaturesiresultsishow great improvementiin combustioniprocessiand exhaustigas characteristics. 

Mohamad et al. 2017 presented a study of mufflers applied in industry in their technical paper, and 

this evaluation illustrates flowiand temperatureidistributionialong the muffler ducts. Experimental 

and practical approaches for diverse methodologies tilized in thedesign, calculation, and constru- 

ction of mufflers, as well as transmission loss features, were presented. 1Dicalculations are 

muchifaster, and stilligive aigoodioverviewiof the systemiunderiinvestigation. 

The energy transformation in the cylinder is based on the heat generated duringitheicombustion 

of the air-fuel mixture. However, the quantity of heat emitted is not the onlyifactor that impacts 

values such as engine heatiefficiency, indicatediengineiperformance, and so on. Another aspect is 

the combustion course, which has a significant impact on the results. The quantity of heat emitted 

is determined by the calorificivalue of the fuel, and theiamount ofifuel burnt is determined by the 

amount of fuel consumed. As seen the equation 57: 

dQB=Hu
.dmb                                                         (57) 

Where dQB is the heatireleasedifrom fuel, Hu is the calorificivalue ofifuel, dmb is the amountiof 

burnedifuel in kg. 

The process of combustion influences several factors (such as cylinder pressures and tempera- 

tures) that have a significant impact on ultimate engine performance. The aforementioned 

parameters m and a are used in the Vibe combustion model. These characteristics cannot be set at 

random since they are dependent on a number of other factors such as the combustion chamber 

geometry, fuel charge, injection time, engine speed, and so on. In AVL 1D Boost the data were 

selected according to the Honda CBR 600RR (PC 37) design and operation guidebook. 

Heat transfer in exhaust system: Duringithe combustioniprocess theiheat transferioccurs 

betweeni gasiand the cylinderiwall then damped out to the exhaust system also the lossesicaused 

by the heatipassageioccurithrough the duct wall and expansion stage of exhaust system. We can 

divide the whole system heatitransferiinto three stages: 

▪ Convectioniheatitransfer between gasiinside the exhaust manifold, ducts and exhaust 

muffler. 

▪ Heaticonductionithrough the duct wall. 

▪ Heatitransferibetween theioutside duct and the ambient (in our case, air). 

The pipe wall temperature can be calculated through equation (58). 

𝑞𝑤 =
𝑇𝑤−𝑇𝑐
1

ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣
−
𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑
𝜆𝑤

                                                                          (58) 
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where Tw is the wallitemperature in K, Tc is the coolantitemperature in K, hconv is the heat-transfer 

coefficient oficoolant in W/m2.K, 𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 is the heaticonductivity of cylinderiwall in W/m.K, 𝜆w is 

the cylinderiwall thickness in m. 

This equation is similar to Ohm's law, as shown in figure 58. Like resistors, heat transfers are 

serially aligned. However, it does not represent a heat transferibetween hot gas in the exhaust 

system and the duct wall on the inside. Another equationi is used toicalculate the convectiveiheat 

itransfer. 

 
Inside duct Duct wall Ambient 
 
T         ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣    Tw                       𝜆𝑤        𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑                                  Tw2      hconv     Tw  

 
Figure 58 Heat transfer scheme. 

 

Equation 58 is composediof twoiparts. The first part equation 59 is a part which specify heati 

convection throughitheiduct wall. 

𝑞𝑤2 = 𝜆𝑤
𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑤2
𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

 (59) 

Second part equation 60 describes convection heat transferibetween theioutside ductiwall and 

the ambient. 

𝑞𝑐 = ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑇𝑤2 − 𝑇𝑐) (60) 

Therefore, we canideduceitemperature of theiduct wall Tw from equation 58. The temperature 

is represented by equation 61. 

𝑇𝑤 = 𝑞𝑤[
1

ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣
+
𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

𝜆𝑤
] + 𝑇𝑐                                                  (61) 

Values from theiequation 61 can be selected by aiuser or can be pre-set like defaultivalues in 

the AVL engine simulationisoftware. Ambient temperatureiand heatitransfericoefficient for the air 

are oneiof these pre-set values. We may also specify the material of the exhaust system parts with 

pre-set values of the heaticonductivity in table 14 oriin caseiwe have enough measuredidata we 

can defineiour ownimaterial with measured or computedivalues of theiheaticonductivity. In this 

research work, the steelialloy was selected for wholeiexhaustiparts. 

Table 14 Heaticonductivityiof defaultimaterials. 

Materiali iHeat conductivity w.m-1.k-1 

Aluminiumi 45 

CastiIroni 150 

Steeli 48 

Zirconiumi 4.1 
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Calculationiof theiconvectioniheatitransferibetweeniexhaustigas insideithe ductiand the inside 

duct walliis the lastistep of the total heatitransfericalculation. Heatitransfer inside the ductican be 

describediwith theibasicianalyticiequation 60: 

�̇� = ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝐴(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇)    (62) 

where hconv the heat-transfer coefficient in W/m2.K, Ai is the instantaneousivalue oficombustion 

chamber area dependsion actual piston, locationi in m2, T is the gas temperature in K, Tw is the 

cylinderiwallitemperature in K. 

Annand, Woschni, and Eichelberg heat transfer models are also supported by the AVL Engine 

Simulation program. All of these models are used to calculate the heat-transfer coefficient of the 

exhaust system. 

The main objectiveiof this research work wasito provide ainumericaliprocedureiin orderito 

implement a reliable evaluation of the intake and exhaust system include heat release in FS engine. 

The technique was applied the first law of thermodynamics called single – zone model (SZ) 0D 

model. The rate of heatirelease can be calculatedifor a wide range of engine operative conditions. 

However, considering the general goodiaccordance along theientire crankiangle interval, as shown 

in figures 59, 60 and 61. Although this combustion process can be distorted to a higher degree than 

in gasoline combustion engines, researchers can investigate the trade-off between a rapid and early 

heat release, which results in lowiexhaust lossesibut high heatilosses per sub-volumeiof the 

cylinder wall and head, and having an extended heat release, which leads to lower heatilosses to 

the walls but even more heat being dissipated through the head. This re-allocation is due to the 

fact that in the latter circumstance, the heat has less accessible duration to input force into the 

piston, resulting in greater residual energy at the final stage of theipoweristroke, which is later 

releasediasiexhaust. Generally speaking, highlyidilutedimixturesiwill yieldilowerioveralliheat 

losses. 
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Figure 59 Rate of heat release for complete cycle at exhaust manifold for engine speed 2000 

rpm. 

 

Figure 60 Rate of heat release for complete cycle at exhaust manifold for engine speed 5000 

rpm. 
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Figure 61 Rate of heat release for complete cycle at exhaust manifold for engine speed 8000 

rpm. 

5.3.7. The surface roughness and chemical composition of stainless steel alloy  

The material used in this silencer is an austenitic stainless-steel type (AISI 316), is considered 

non-magnetic, highly resistant to corrosion, whose starting powder, gas atomised, and has a 

maximum particle size of 22 µm. This steel has a homogenous microstructure with a homogeneous 

core in the surface, which enables high quality surface finishes and machining to be obtained. This 

steel is suitable for galvanic treatments as well as chemical and physical deposits with a chemical 

composition given in Table 15. 

Table15. chemical composition of AISI316. 

%𝐶(1) %𝑀𝑛(2) %𝑃(2) %𝑆(1) %𝑆𝑖(2) %𝐶𝑟(2) %𝑁𝑖(2) %𝑀𝑜(2) %𝑁(2) %𝑂(2) %𝐹𝑒 

<0.03 <2 <0.01 <0.005 <1 16-19 9-13 1.5-3 <0.003 <0.002 Compl. 

5.3.8. Johnson–Champoux–Allard model (JCA) 

This is a modeliutilized for theimeasuring theicoefficientiof acousticiabsorptioniandithe propa- 

gationiof isound in porousi materials. The advantage of the JCA modeliis basedion the forecasti 

data, that it inot only predictediacousticifeaturesivery well butialsoishowedigeneral consistency 

iwith the resultsiof the experimentalitests (Taban et al. 2019). AllardiandiChampoux, 1992 defined 

the densityimodule andithe equivalentibulk as below: 

𝜌(𝜔) = 𝛼∞𝜌𝑜 [1 +
𝜎𝜑

𝑗𝜔𝜌𝑜𝛼∞
(1 +

4𝑖𝛼∞
2 𝜇𝜔𝜌𝑜

(𝜎 ∧ 𝜑)2
)

0.5

]    (63) 
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𝐾(𝜔) = 𝑘𝑝𝑜 (𝑘 − (𝑘 − 1) [1 +
8𝜇𝛼∞𝜑

∧̀2 𝜑𝑖𝜔𝜌𝑜𝛼∞𝑁𝑃𝑟
(1 +

4𝑖𝛼∞
2 𝜇𝑁𝑃𝑟ꞷ𝜌𝑜
(�̀� ∧̀ 𝜑)2

)

0.5

]

−1

)

−1

    (64) 

The physicaliparametersiof the sampleiinclude porosity φ [-], air flow resistivity σ [Ns/m4], 

viscousicharacteristic length Λ [μm], tortuosity α∞ [-] and thermalicharacteristic length Λ [μm]. 

Meanwhile, Npr is Prandtlinumber [≈0:71], the ρ0 indicatesiairidensity [kg/m3], 𝜇 is the dynamic 

viscosityiof the air [≈1:85×10-5 Pa.s], ω is the angularivelocity [1/s] and k is the ratioiof the 

specificiheaticapacity [≈1.4]. 

To express theicharacteristic waveinumber K(ω) and the characteristiciimpedance Zc (ω), the 

impedanceiof surfaceiacoustic Z can be reformulatedifrom the followingiequations [Allard and 

Daigle, 1994]: 

𝑍𝑐(𝜔) =
1

∅
√𝜌𝜔𝐾𝜔   (65) 

𝐾𝑐(𝜔) = 𝜔√
𝜌(𝜔)

𝐾(𝜔)
   (66) 

𝑍 = 𝑍𝑐(𝜔). 𝑐𝑜𝑡 (𝐾𝑐(𝜔) × 𝑑)   (67) 

�̇� =
𝑍𝑐 − 𝜌𝑜𝑐𝑜
𝑍𝑐 + 𝜌𝑜𝑐𝑜

   (68) 

where 𝑅 ̇ is the reflectionicoefficient of soundipressure in (dB); d is the thickness of the prototype 

in (m); Zc is the surfaceiimpedance. The absorptionicoefficient is calculatediby equation 69: 

𝛼 = 1 − |�̇�|
2
   (69) 

 

Finally, theipredictionierror rates (PERs) of data collectedifrom the JCA modeliat theifrequency 

rangeibetween 0-3000iHz can beicalculated forievery conditioniby equation (70): 

𝑃𝐸𝑅 =
|𝛼𝑚 − 𝛼𝑝|

𝛼𝑚
× 100 

 (70) 

where 𝛼m and 𝛼p are the measurediand predictediabsorptionicoefficients, respectively. The 

structural feature of perforated tube is summarzied in table 16. 
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Table 16 The parameters of perforated pipe. 

Porosityi 0.047 

Porosity Discharge Coefficienti Ini 0.6 

Porosity Discharge CoefficientiOuti 0.6 

Perforated pipe capacityi 0.738712 dm3 

Perforation-HoleiDiameteri 3 mm 

Perforation-WalliThicknessi 0.5 mm 

Perforated pipe weightti 191 g 

The Transmission loss (TL) in dB has been calculated for three porosity values (0.29, 0.6 and 

0.9) on a similar model as shown in figure 62. For acoustic FEM analysis, Johnson–Champoux–

Allard model (JCA) has been used for porous medium.  

 

Figure 62. Transmission loss at different frequencies at different porosities. 

For the same porosity back pressure has been calculated using CFD analysis, details in table 

17. Steady and compressible flow has been carried out with heat transfer. K-epsilon model has 

been used for turbulent analysis. 

Table 17 Back pressure at different porosities. 

Porosity 0.29 0.6 0.9 

Back Pressure 889 mbar 821 mbar 795 mbar 

5.3.9. Design of Simulations 

It is necessary to perform sensitivity analysis to improve predictions based on simulation 

models, The initial stage in the pre-processingiphase is to capture a digitaliimage of every internal 

component of the exhaust system before constructing a suitable mesh of these surfaces. This 

surface mesh is used to create the volume mesh in which the gas flows. These meshes were 

produced by the AVL Fire GmbH. Specialiattention was given to theiexhaust manifold, the 

perforatedielement, and the regions where exhaustigas enters and leaves the system, treated by the 
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solver as regions of inlet and outlet. All other regions, comprising boundariesiof theicontrol 

volume,iare defined as wall. Theiflow considered as turbulent within the system. Table 18 a brief 

of input and output data were demonstrated, indicating how the system was improved. 

Table 18 The data of input and output for exhaust system at certain operating conditions. 

  Inputs Outputs 

Simulations 

Speed 

in rpm 

Pipe 

diameter in 

mm 

Hole 

diameter in 

mm 

Power 

in hp 

Torque 

in Nm 

BSFC in 

g/kWh 

SPL 

in dB 

run 1 

2000 

47 1.5 11.82 42 393 88 

run 2 47 2 11.78 41.95 399 85.5 

run 3 47 2.5 11.78 41.96 398 87.7 

run 4 47 3.5 11.79 42 395 86 

run 5 47 4 11.81 42.06 398 87.5 

run 6 45 3 11.79 42 394 85.5 

run 7 46 3 11.76 41.91 404 85.5 

run 8 47 3 11.77 41.94 394 84 

run 9 48 3 11.78 41.95 403 85 

run 10 49 3 11.79 41.98 400 86 

run 11 50 3 11.78 41.95 394 85 

 

Simulations 

Speed 

in rpm 

Muffler 

diameter in 

mm 

Muffler 

length in 

mm 

Power 

in hp 

Torque 

in Nm 

BSFC in 

g/kWh 

SPL in 

dB 

run 12 

2000 

106 406 11.79 42 383 87.5 

run 13 111 406 11.79 42 390 88 

run 14 116 406 11.77 41.94 395 85 

run 15 121 406 11.79 41.95 395 84.5 

run 16 126 406 11.78 41.95 395 85 

run 17 131 406 11.77 41.9 400 84.5 

run 18 106 416 11.79 42 385 87.5 

run 19 111 416 11.8 42 395 86 

run 20 116 416 11.78 41.95 395 84.5 

run 21 121 416 11.77 41.91 400 84.5 

run 22 126 416 11.77 41.92 405 84.5 

run 23 131 416 11.79 41.95 400 85.5 

 

Simulations 

Speed 

in rpm 

Muffler 

diameter in 

mm 

Muffler 

length in 

mm 

Power 

in hp 

Torque 

in Nm 

BSFC in 

g/kWh 

SPL in 

dB 

run 24 

2000 

106 426 11.79 42 395 86.5 

run 25 111 426 11.78 41.95 398 86 

run 26 116 426 11.77 41.94 402 85.5 

run 27 121 426 11.81 42 385 87.5 
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run 28 126 426 11.79 42 395 86 

run 29 131 426 11.79 42 395 85.5 

run 30 106 436 11.78 41.95 390 85.5 

run 31 111 436 11.78 41.95 395 87 

run 32 116 436 11.77 41.94 402 85.5 

run 33 121 436 11.79 41.95 395 86.5 

run 34 126 436 11.78 41.95 395 84 

run 35 131 436 11.81 42 400 85.5 

run 36 106 446 11.79 42 395 87 

run 37 111 446 11.76 41.87 398 85.5 

run 38 116 446 11.79 42 402 87 

run 39 121 446 11.78 41.95 390 85 

run 40 126 446 11.79 42 395 85 

run 41 131 446 11.82 42.05 395 87 

run 42 106 456 11.79 41.95 400 88 

run 43 111 456 11.8 42 390 88 

run 44 116 456 11.81 42.05 387 88 

run 45 121 456 11.78 41.95 395 84.5 

run 46 126 456 11.8 42 398 87 

run 47 131 456 11.79 42 399 86.5 

5.3.10. Effect of muffler design on the engine characteristic 

Engineiperformancei is mainlyicharacterizediby the engine operatingibehavior in the speed–

loadidomain, for example, theibehavior ofiemissions, fueliconsumption, noise, mechanicaliand 

thermaliloading. Engineiperformanceimaps referito the constantivalue contouriplots of aigiven 

performanceiparameter in the speed–torqueidomain. For a systemidesign engineersiit’s clearithat 

the engineiperformance is essentialiand majoritask. 

In figure 63 shows lessieffect on powerioutput, after usingidifferent typeiof exhaustimuffler for 

current FS engine, since there is noicatalyst convertorior intercooler to createihigh backipressure. 

 

Figure 63 The effect of the difference structure of the exhaust muffler on the power output. 
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Influence of diameter PPiP of muffler (Dm_in), diameteriof holeiofiperforated inneripipe 

(Dm_hole), diameteriout of mufflerishell (Dm_out) andithe length of theimufflerivariationion 

Hondaiengineiperformance was monitored and optimized based oniAVL BOOST solver. As 

shown in figure 64 the differences were slightlyidetected of theitorque characteristics as the effect 

of the diameter change of theiperforated pipe inside theimuffler. The formula team and the author 

select 47 mm for theidiameter of the installed perforateditube. 

 

Figure 64 The result of variation of PPiP diameter on the FS engine torque (at n = 2000 rpm). 

Theiinfluence ofidifferent diameter of installed PPiP insideithe muffleri (Dm_in) on theiBrakei 

SpecificiFueliConsumptioni (BSFC) in (g/kw.h) was showed in figure 65, and significantichange 

was done to reduce fuel consumption when the chosen diameter of PPiP is 47 mm. 

 

Figure 65 Theieffect ofivariation of PPiP diameter on the FS engine BSFC (at n = 2000 rpm). 
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During its operation, the engine, as the power producing source, continually creates pressure 

waves. The pulsing action of the exhaust gases causes these pressure waves. Due to a differential 

pressure, these exhaust gas pulses propagate from the engine to the ambient environment. When 

theseipulsesiinteract with the environment, which is at a lower pressureithan theicombustion gases, 

they cause them to pulse. The exhaust orifice noise contributesito interior and exterior raceicar 

noise, as show in figure 66. 

 

Figure 66 The result of variation of PPiP diameter on sound pressure level (SPL) at the 

muffler (at n = 2000 rpm).   

As it can be noticed form figure 67, the effect of diameter of perforateditube inside the muffler 

on the power output and for engine speed (n) = 2000 rpm, the power output remains almost the 

same and no significant effect was achieved for variationiof theidiameteriof perforated inneripipe 

insideithe muffler on the engine power output. 
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Figure 67 The effect of variation of PPiP diameter on the FS engine power output (at n = 

2000 rpm). 

The results of this software calculation also showed the differences in indicated torque for the 

different diameters of holes on the installed perforated pipe (PPiP) inside the muffler. Based on 

the calculationiresults the 3 mm was the selected diameter of holes of installed PPiP. As shown in 

figure 68 the diameter of holes of PPiP has less effect on the indicated torque when is compared 

to the other given parameters. 

 

Figure 68 The effect of variation of PPiP–holes diameter on the FS engine torque (at n = 

2000 rpm).   
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The effect of different diameter of the holes of installed PPiP (Dm_hole) as shown in figure 69, 

on FS carienginiperformance include BSFC was observed and improved by suggest alternative 

values of diameter based on AVL BOOST simulationisoftware. The selectedidiameter of holes on 

perforatedipipe insideithe muffler was 3 mm in which achieved minimum rate of fuel consumption. 

 

Figure 69 The effect of variation of PPiP–holes diameter on the FS engine BSFC (at n = 2000 

rpm).   

The pressureipulses created by the periodicicharging and discharging processiinduce the 

predicted noise emitted from the orifice of exhaust systems, whichipropagates to the open ends of 

the ductisystems. As shown in figure 70 illustrates this point. The impact of the diameter of the 

hole in the perforatedipipe within the muffler hasibeen monitored. 

 

Figure 70 The effect of variation of PPiP-holes diameter in muffler on the sound pressure 

level (SPL) at n = 2000 rpm.  
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No significant effect was achieved for variationiof the diameteriof holes of perforatediinner 

pipeiinside theimuffler on the engine power output as shown the details in figure 71. 

 

Figure 71 The effect of variation of PPiP-holes diameter on FS engine power output at n = 

2000 rpm.   

In figure 72 it is possible toifind the optimumitorque profile foriFormula-Student raceicar and 

theieffects ofipipe length (Lm) andidiameteri(Dm_out) ofiouter pipe wereiclarified. 

 

Figure 72 Results ofivariation of pipeilength (Lm) and the diameter of muffler volume 

(Dm_out) on the FS engine torque at diameter of perforated inner pipe Dm_in = 47 mm, n = 

2000 rpm. 
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designers' mainigoals are to accomplish the twinigoals of highest performanceiand lowest cost. 

Figure 73 shows the effects of muffleridimensionsion the brakeispecific fueliconsumption (BSFC). 

 

Figure 73 Resultsiof variationiof pipe length (Lm)iand the diameter of muffler volume 

(Dm_out) on the BSFC of the FS engine at theidiameteri ofiperforatediinneripipe Dm_in = 47 

mm, n = 2000 rpm.  

The propagationiof backwardiwavesifrom the openiend of the pipe determines a severe influe- 

nceiof engine performance characteristics, including noise level, on the output pipe length. As 

airesult, the lowestinoise leveliwhileimaintaining the poweriperformanceiof theiengine was 

achieved when Dm_out = 126 mm and Lm = 436 mm, details in Figure 74. 

 

Figure 74 Resultsiof variationiof pipeilength (Lm) and the diameter of muffler volume (Dm_out) 

on the SPL at the diameteriof perforatediinneripipe Dm_in = 47 mm, n = 2000 rpm.  
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Exhaust gasishould alsoibe ledifrom the cylinder to the exhaust system smoothly, therefore, to 

maximizeithe engineipower especially at high engine speeds, several suggestion were made for 

muffleridimensions toireach optimumivalue. Results are shown in figure 75. 

 

Figure 75 Resultsiofivariationiof pipeilength (Lm) and the diameter of  muffler volume (Dm_out) 

on FS engine power output at the diameter of perforatediinner pipe Dm_in = 47 mm, n = 2000 

rpm. 

No significant effect was achieved for variationiof theidiameter of holes or diameter of 

perforatediinneripipe inside or the length of the mufflerion the engine torque as shown in figure 76. 

 

Figure 76 Comparison between base PPiP and modified (alternative) PPiP for torque 

measurement at different engine speed. 
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Other suggestions were made to improve sound pressure level. In figure 77 presents a 

comparison of engine soundipressure levels at a distance ofi1 m from theimufflericut-off when a 

base and a modified (alternative) muffler construction are used. Since this excitingisourceiapplied 

by the FS car engineito the muffler was soundipressure rather than vibrationivelocity whenithe 

muffleriwasiconnected with FS car. The simulationiof flowinoise propagation for baseimuffler, 

the discussioniof their influencingifactors, and the effectivenessiof this combinationitheory in the 

fieldiof flowinoise iniexhaust gasicouldi reflecti the practicalicondition. 

 

Figure 77 Comparison between sound pressure level in muffler with base PPiP and modified 

(alternative) PPiP at different engine speed. 

Applied different exhaust muffler structure on the present FS engineihas no influence on 

powerioutput, since there is no catalytic convertorioriintercooler to produce significant backi 

pressurei (as shown in figure 78). 

 

Figure 78 Comparison between power output from FS engine with base PPiP and modified PPiP 

at different engine speed. 
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The addition of sound-absorbing material allowed for a 15-20% reduction in SPL over the full 

engine speed range, as shown in figure 79. Meanwhile, the output flow resistance increases, 

lowering the engine's effective performance. Furthermore, during engine operation, the isound-

absorbingimaterialimay get cloggediwith sootiparticles contained in the exhaust gases, resulting 

in an increaseiin resistanceiat the outlet and a worsening of the engine's operating conditions. 

In the engineicylinders, the combustioniprocess was modeled. It is also feasible to represent the 

production of soot in the applicable model, although for SI engines with externalimixing, soot 

emissions may be ignored. Afterburning processes are not replicated in the exhaust system, and 

the temperatureiof exhaustigases changes due to heatiexchange with theienvironment. A primary 

muffler also had a lower mass while maintaining adequate the lowest SPL at the output end, which 

wasia multi-objectiveioptimization challenge. The commercial software was used for all 

optimization stages. 

 

Figure 79 FS engineisound pressureilevel with differentitypesiof mufflerimaterials; (AM) refer to 

absorbingimaterial. 

The parametersiof AM: porosity = 0.9 and flowiresistivity = 10000 N·s/m4. Theimaterial 

porosityirepresents the fraction of airispace within theimaterial (0 to 1). This will be aifunction of 

the packingidensity of theimaterial. Foriexample, a MaterialiPorosity of 0.9 definesithat 10% of 

theivolume isifilled with materialiand 90% is spaceifor theigases. 

The described calculationimethod isicomparedito experimentsiin figure 81. For theistandard 

sound pressure measurements, only amplitude calibration is sufficient and the fluctuating pressures  

measured at each position. Assuming that we have plane waves in the muffler duct, then the 

soundipressure amplitude will be constant over the duct cross section and the sound pressure is 
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measurediby all  microphones. The transmissioniloss of a muffler mounted with a homogeneous 

perforated tube has been measurediin aiquasi-reflection-semi-freeiterminated measurement tube 

driven with whiteinoise from loudspeaker in line. The absorberihas been mountediwith its 

surfaceiin the walliplane of theimuffler shell. The two-load experimental testiset upiasishown in 

figure 80.  

 

Figure 80 Muffler test rig. 

A rigorousitwo-load approachiis adoptedito analyze theiacousticiperformance of aicylindrical 

muffleriwhoseiwalls are treatediwith a locallyireactingiabsorbent liner. The expansionichamber is 

separatedifrom the centraliairway whichicontain a uniformimain gasiflow by aiperforated 

cylindricalitube. Theieffect ofithe perforatedicenter tube is modelledias a partiallyitransmissing 

surfaceicharacterized by theiboundaryiconditions.  

 

Figure 81 Comparisoniof Transmissioniloss calculated foriseveralicases. 
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Figure 81 presents a comparison of experimental and numerical techniques by concentrating on 

the transmissioniloss result of theimuffler over frequency. Hybridimufflers are usually effective in 

bothithe lowiand high frequencyiranges. The exhaust flow field was addressed differently using 

analytical methods, the results include 4 cases: 

- Case-1: Indicates the TL calculated by the analytical approach, based on 1D wave model 

without flow.  

- Case-2: Indicates the TL calculatedi by the analytical approach, 1D wave model with flow.  

- Case-3: Indicates the TL calculatedi by the analytical approach, 1D wave model of the 

muffler volume (without PPiP).  

- Case-4: Presents the TL graph measured by two-load method and performed without the 

flow.  

The effect of adopting PPiP priorito an experiment was evaluated by estimating the 

transmission loss using an ASTM E2611 standard algorithm toipost-process the transfer function 

of the output from the approach of two-load and two types ofiterminations. To avoid mismatching, 

the impedance tube must be set to zero dB beforeibeginning the experiment. Any termination may 

theoretically be utilized, but extremely revel action termination is not advised. If theitermination 

is highly reflectiveiand the signal-to-noiseiratio is poor, large random errors may be generated, 

contaminating the experimental findings. The cut-off frequencyiin the currentiexpansionichamber 

muffleriisicalculated at a frequency of 3000 Hz, which is obtainedibyiapplyingithe cut-off 

frequencyiequation 𝐹𝑐 = 1,84
𝑐
𝜋𝑑⁄ , where d is the muffleridiameter and c is the speediofisound. 

In experimental result theifrequency rangesifrom 400-700 Hz, the maximumiattenuation was 35 

dB for perforationsipart (PPiP), as well as for the frequencyirange 2400-2600iHz has reached a 

maximumiTL of 61 dB. In fact. However, TL for the basic (current) hole diameter of the FS muffler 

at high porosity appears to diminish, which is agree with (Lee and Selamet, 2006). Theiminor 

differenceibetween the muffleribody geometryiwith perforateditube (porous) insideiandiwithout 

wasirevealed in the numericaliresults. 

 The diffrence in geometry between the two, but the geometryiwithoutiperforateditubeiof 

normalimode goesifar beyond indicatingithat this does notiimprove the transmissionilossifeature. 

Finally, it is to beimentioned that theiproposedimethod (the resultirelatedito theicase 1 and 

case 2) are notiapplicable foriporousimaterialsiwith low flowiresistivityiand/or smallithickness 

(d). The  acousticiresistanceidependsion the flowithrough the perforateiholes. On the otherihand, 

perforatesican deteriorateithe engineiperformance, if badlyidesigned, by increasingithe flowiback 

pressurei. 

Figure 82 shows that a muffleriwith fitted PPiP andi AM to the outeripipe is the best solution 

for maintaining powerioutput, although forin > 5000 rpm, the powerioutput stays greater than with 

a volume muffler. 
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Figure 82 FS engine power output with different types of muffler materials 
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6. THESES – NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS 

T1. As a result of my investigations, I proposed and utilized a complex simulation technique 

which connects the advantages both of the 1D acoustic simulation and 3D CFD simulation. 

Based on the combined calculation process I was able to handle the acoustic performance of 

the intake and exhaust system components of a race car engine and the procedure can be 

repeated for any other flow related problem.  

 

T2. An extensive sensitivity analysis based on the proposed technique from T1 was performed in 

order to obtain the best muffler geometry for the best acoustic performance.  

I proved that for the analysed geometry parameters of the muffler with the used parameter 

ranges of Lm (length of pipe), Dm_out (muffler outer diameter) Dm_in (perforated pipe 

diameter), D_hole (perforation hole diameter) an optimum solution related to the best acoustic 

performance (orifice noise) can be selected precisely for the FS car. 

 

T3. As result of my investigations I showed that the proposed combined simulation method is able 

to optimize engine parameters (such as brake specific fuel consumption, engine power and 

torque) through muffler geometry modification, despite the main focus is on the orifice nosie 

redcution. 

 

T4. I proved through my investigations that by using the Johnson–Champoux–Allard (JCA) model 

in case of absorptive material in the muffler, the simulation with the given parameters delivers 

sufficient results for the transmission loss of a muffler compared to the test rig measurement.  

With the proposed simulation method incl. JCA, I proved that the transmission loss over the 

frequency of a muffler can be predicted in a good confidence range.  
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7. SUMMARY 

An improved method of modelling intake system and hybrid muffler were presented in this 

research to enhance engine power output, accelerate the TL prediction using two-load method and 

software based on finite element method (FEM). 

▪ In this research, it hasibeen shownithat the gas flow iniintake system effects on the FS 

engineiperformance and acousticibehaviour. The proposedicalculationimethodsiare tested 

numericallyiand byimeasurements. The team fromiUniversity of Miskolc improvedithe 

car’s air intakeisystem usingi1D-AVL Boostiwithinithe parametric Fireisoftware 

Workbenchienvironment. FS regulationsilimit the minimumidiameter of the restrictor to 

20 mm, whichiregulatesithe maximumiintake mass flowirate. The plenum, downstreamiof 

theirestrictor, directly influencesithe amount of freshiair reaching theicylinders. A plenum 

that isitooilargeicausesithe motorito reactitoo slowlyito the acceleratoriand, in combination 

withishortisuctionipipes, triggersithe engine to developisufficientitorqueionly atihigh 

rotationispeeds. A too small plenumibehaves oppositely. Usingithe equationifor the intake 

runnerilength, the lengthiof the idealirunner was determinedito be approximatelyi 250 mm 

andiwith aidiameteriof 32 mm. Hence,idesign II of FormulaiStudent Racingi is aibetteri 

choice. 

 

▪ Several calculation techniques were done to calculate transmission loss in different cases 

for the muffler, white planewaveipropagationiwas applied from generator using two-load 

method for transmission loss result validation of muffler. Theseican beiconsideredias an 

accurateicheckiof theianalysisicarried out in thisiwork. It is worthipointingioutithatithis 

workimayialso serve as aibenchmarkisolutioniforiapproximateiand numericalitechniques 

used foridealing withihybrid muffleriproblems.
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